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Nordic co-operation
Nordic cooperation is one of the world’s most extensive forms of regional collaboration, involving
Denmark, Finland, Iceland, Norway, Sweden, and three autonomous areas: the Faroe Islands, Greenland, and Åland.
Nordic cooperation has firm traditions in politics, the economy, and culture. It plays an important role
in European and international collaboration, and aims at creating a strong Nordic community in a
strong Europe.
Nordic cooperation seeks to safeguard Nordic and regional interests and principles in the global
community. Common Nordic values help the region solidify its position as one of the world’s most
innovative and competitive.
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Preface
In the preparation of this guideline we have drawn on several existing
national and international guidelines. In particular the guidelines by the
Danish National Environmental Research Institute, the Danish Environmental Protection Agency and the Danish Forest and Nature Protection
Agency (Møller el al. 2000), the Norwegian Ministry of Finance (2005),
the Danish Ministry of Finance (1999) and the HM Treasury (2003), as
well as publications by the OECD (Pearce et al. 2006; Smith 2005). The
Danish guideline, Møller el al. 2000, is currently under revision.
Since a vast number of thorough guidelines on cost-benefit analyses
exist, most of them explaining the theory in detail, this guideline aims at
issues that are particularly relevant for cost-benefit analyses in the area of
waste and resources.
It has also been attempted to combine some key concepts from the life
cycle assessment methodology with the cost-benefit methodology as
there are a number of similarities between these two decision support
tools. In this guideline we recommend to carry out a life cycle assessment
or as a minimum an inventory of environmental effects, as the environmental assessment part of the cost-benefit analysis.
This guideline has been prepared by Mette Skovgaard, the Danish
Topic Centre on Waste and Resources, Karin Ibenholt, ECON AS and
Tomas Ekvall, IVL/Svenska Miljöinstituttet.
A draft version of the guideline has been peer reviewed by Markku
Ollikainen, Helsinki University, and Mikael Skou Andersen, Danish National Environmental Research Institute, in August 2006.
The authors would like to thank the experts who participated in the
seminar in September 2006 for their comments and contributions.

Copenhagen, January 2007
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Summary
In recent years, debates on environmental policies have been marked by
discussions whether cost-benefit analysis (CBA) is a suitable tool for
gathering information about socio-economic impacts of a given action
before political decision-making.
This publication is a proposal for a state-of-the-art guideline for costbenefit analysis in the waste management sector. One of the aims is to
provide insight in life cycle assessment in order to improve the system
analysis and the assessment of environmental effects in the CBA.
It is important to keep in mind that CBA is a decision support tool, not
a decision-making tool. The CBA is supposed to assist in the learning
process and provide the best available information about the subject in
question. Not all information can or will be captured in a CBA and decision-makers may also have other political issues to consider, which
means that the CBA results do not represent “the final truth”.

Defining objective and scope
Problem to be examined and baseline scenario
The first questions to address are why the CBA should be undertaken,
what kind of information it should provide, to whom and for what purpose. Understanding the context in which the analysis is to be conducted
is important for defining the problem to be examined.
An initial literature review of studies within the subject might provide
inspiration and avoid duplication of work. Involvement of stakeholders in
the process is also a way of collecting and making use of available information. In some cases information and data necessary for the analysis are
only available from private companies or local authorities. Establishing a
steering committee or reference group enables stakeholders to obtain
insight in and participate in the development of the study: methodological
choices, assumptions etc. This can contribute to enhancing the learning
process of stakeholders as well as CBA practitioners, and to improving
the CBA. Ultimately, it can make the results of the CBA more readily
accepted.
Identifying the target audience, e.g. policy-makers, public administration, industry representatives and NGOs, can help define the problem to
be analysed. It may also be desirable to describe the roles and responsibilities of public authorities involved and affected by the policy or pro-
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ject. This would indicate which authorities should be involved in, or at
least consulted during the process.
The baseline scenario serves as the reference situation, to which the
alternative scenarios will be compared. This scenario is often a continuation of business as usual, and serves to describe the anticipated development in the absence of the policy or project. The description of the baseline scenario should be as detailed as possible, and should account for
conditions that are uncertain and assumptions that have been made in the
baseline. Moreover, the baseline scenario should account for foreseen
developments in demographics, economics (e.g. scarcity of particular
resources) and technology over the time horizon of the policy or project.
Identifying alternative scenarios
All relevant alternatives to the baseline scenario should be considered in
the analysis. To identify these alternative scenarios, it may be necessary
to survey the issue for feasible and desirable options, and to study previous analyses within the field. A steering committee may provide input to
the definition of relevant scenarios. In doing so, options that are not feasible for one or another reason (e.g. technical, financial, regulation, time
constraints) can be excluded at an early stage. The number of scenarios
should not be too high, as the analyst and target audience may lose overview of the entire analysis.
Functional unit
The costs and benefits of waste management are often calculated and
presented per kg or tonne of managed waste. The denominator in the unit
is called the functional unit. If it is 1 tonne of waste treated, the CBA
results imply that the quantity of waste is unaffected by the management
measures investigated. Having identical amounts of waste treated in different scenarios makes it possible to simplify comparative analyses by
neglecting the production and use of the materials. This simplification is
sometimes referred to as the “zero burden assumption”, suggesting that
the waste enters the system boundary without burdens.
A CBA that presents the environmental burdens per tonne of waste
generated allows for comparison of different options for dealing with this
waste, but is inadequate for the identification and assessment of waste
prevention strategies. In studies made to assess waste prevention, the
functional unit needs to be adjusted. For example, the unit may be the
treatment of the annual quantity of waste generated (or expected to be
generated) in a geographical area. When scenarios include different waste
quantities, the zero burden assumption is no longer valid.
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System boundary
It is recommended to pay special attention to the implications of the decision on system boundary, i.e. which life cycle phases are included in the
CBA. An illustrative way of presenting the system included in the study
is to make a flow-chart showing how the resource or waste stream question is managed.
The most important economic effects are the collection and treatment
of waste and the valuation of time spent by consumers on separation of
waste (if this is accounted for in the CBA). The valuation of environmental effects may also be of importance.
The most important environmental effects stem from treatment of
waste (landfill, incineration and recycling); manufacturing of the material
which is replaced through recycling; production of energy which is replaced through incineration of waste with energy recovery; manufacturing of the material which becomes waste (mainly relevant for waste prevention studies); and production of electricity and heat used in the waste
management system and the manufacturing of materials.
Geographical boundary
In the CBA the geographical boundary is conventionally often the nationstate. However, as more and more goods (including waste) are traded
globally, this guideline supports the recommendation that the conventional focus on the nation-state in CBA should be extended, in particular
with regard to environmental effects arising in other countries if:
•

•

the impact relates to an issue where the effect in other countries has
been acknowledged as being of joint interest and responsibility by
means of an international treaty or international cooperation,
there is an accepted ethical reason.

Time horizon
The choice of time horizon is important as it will affect the present values
of costs and benefits. The only rule is that it should account for all relevant costs and benefits of the scenarios studied.
Environmental effects have very long time horizons. Effects of climate change are, for example, estimated for a horizon of 100 years. The
health effect of several substances is still unknown, thus it is difficult to
even set a time horizon for the impact of such effects. The environmental
effects of landfills (emissions of methane gas, leaching of metals, etc.)
can occur for hundreds of years. The emissions also vary over time and
depend on the composition of waste.
A Danish guideline recommends that when certain environmental effects occur after the project or policy as such has been terminated, the
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time horizon should be chosen to account for such environmental effects.
This may imply that the time horizon will be infinite. Another approach is
to set the time horizon according to the uncertainty of future estimates.
The rationale for this approach is that it is difficult to know what the
situation will be in 40 or 50 years’ time.

Inventory
The inventory is a list of all resources necessary to implement the policy
or project. The resources are divided into resource use (inputs to waste
management, production etc.) and the result of this resource use (products, environmental effects, health effects, etc.). Ideally, the inventory
should cover each year of the project’s time horizon as the effects will depend on changes in factors such as demographics and technology. Presenting the effects in a table as shown below would provide an easy overview.
Inventory of effects
Year0

Year1

….

Yearn

Resource use

Investment (money terms, no.)
Operational costs
- labour (man-hours, money terms)
- natural resources (tonnes, m3, GJ, money terms)
- import of goods (no., money terms)
Result of resource use

- environmental effects (tonnes, m3, no.)
- health effects (no., in percentage)
Source: Adapted from the Danish Ministry of Finance (1999) and Møller et al. (2000).

It should be decided whether the CBA aims at analysing which scenario
is beneficial for society here and now, taking into account the investments already made, or whether the aim is to analyse the long-term benefits to society. The first approach will consider investments already made
as sunk cost, and therefore exclude these from the analysis. The second
approach will include all investments regardless of current investments,
as it aims to analyse the optimal solution in the long term when society is
not tied to any current investments. Hence, the first approach will favour
systems and policies already in place and is usually only adopted if the
CBA is carried out from the perspective of an individual utility. The second approach, which aims to analyse the long term optimal solution for
society, is more relevant in CBAs at the level of the national economy.
In order to enhance the transparency and reliability of the CBA as a
decision-support tool, it is recommended that all data sources, assumptions and methods used are specified in the analysis.
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Economic effects
Effects from collection, separation and transport
Depending on the defined functional unit, the analysis would take its
starting point in the generation of the waste stream under consideration.
This waste is generated in households, private companies, public institutions, etc. The effects from the activities of collection, separation and
transport will, among other things, depend on: “
the waste producer’ (i.e. single-family/multi-storey housing; manufacturing/commercial companies); the type of waste (mixed waste; separate
collection/residual waste); and the waste collection system (kerbside;
bring banks; recycling centres). Collection of waste from the “waste producer” should cover investments in equipment necessary for the activity,
e.g. indoor bins, outdoor bins/containers, trucks, as well as separation and
pre-treatment facilities. Likewise, effects from the operation of the activity should be included, and these may cover bags/sacks, manpower, fuel,
electricity, administration costs and information campaigns.
As detailed data on waste collection may be difficult to collect, an approximation can be obtained from the public tender collection price from
a selection of local authorities. In most cases, it would be fair to assume
that waste collection is in competition and therefore the price reflects the
marginal costs.
Effects from treatment
In this guideline the term “treatment” describes the activities after the use
of the product, i.e. reuse, recycling, recovery and final disposal of waste.
The three waste treatment options (landfill; incineration with energy
recovery; and material recycling) generate effects on energy production
(heat and electricity from incineration; methane gas from landfill), production of recycled materials, and effects from avoided production of
other energy and materials.
In practise, information about input of resources necessary for waste
treatment is best obtained from collaborating with or contacting a stateof-the-art facility to gain insight in the investment required and the operational costs. In some respects, information is also available from the facility’s annual accounts or environmental reports. Inspiration may also be
found in other CBAs in the field of waste and resources.
Time consumption and space in households
Consumers spend leisure time on separating waste and transporting it to a
recycling centre, bring bank or similar. If the time spent on this activity
reduces welfare of consumers, then it may be regarded as an additional
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cost. However, if they undertake these actions on a voluntary basis, the
time can be excluded from a CBA.
Source separation requires not only time but also space for storing the
multiple waste streams.
Environmental effects
This guideline recommends that the environmental effects be estimated
using the methodology for life cycle assessment (LCA). The methodology helps expand the perspective beyond the waste management.
To calculate the environmental effects, it is necessary to collect environmental data on the technological processes and transports in the waste
management system. When the functional unit is the annual quantity of
waste managed, data on the annual emissions from different activities can
typically be added directly to calculate the total, direct environmental
effects of the waste management system.
However, an LCA should also include the environmental effects arising outside the waste management system to the extent that they are
caused by this system. In other words, the LCA should include environmental effects caused by the production and transport of electricity, fuel,
materials and equipment that are used in the waste management system.
The LCA should also include the environmental effects that are avoided
when energy and material from the waste management system reduce the
need for producing energy and material elsewhere.
As a consequence of the broad perspective, an ideal LCA model includes environmental data from a very large number of activities. Simplifications are required to make the study feasible. The general rule is, of
course, to focus on getting good data on the activities that are most important for the overall LCA - and CBA - results. For many other activities, it is sufficient to use data from literature or existing databases, which
reduces the effort required for data collection.
The following methodological issues are discussed in this guideline:
•
•
•
•
•
•

identification of the material replaced through recycling,
choice between using average environmental performance or marginal changes in production volume,
identification of the technology used for marginal electricity production,
identification of the heat production technologies that are replaced
through waste incineration,
identification of the source for marginal production of fuel,
choice of time horizon in the estimation of environmental effects
from landfills.
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Monetary valuation
The effects identified in the inventory should be assigned a monetary
value in order to estimate the social costs and benefits of a project. The
definition of the monetary value depends on whether the goods are traded
in a market (hence a market price exists) or not (hence no market price
exists). The latter includes environmental benefits.
Marketed goods and services
Some guidelines recommend for the analysis of social costs that the effects are expressed in physical units in an inventory and that these effects
are directly valued at their social costs. Other guidelines recommend
starting with a financial analysis, and that the market prices are converted
to shadow prices, i.e. the price that reflects the opportunity cost. Which
method to choose is partly a question of available data and the resources
set aside for the CBA. If a financial analysis exists already, it can be used
as the basis for the social cost analysis.
In the CBA it is important to distinguish between the real economic
effects from pure transfers of money. Pure transfers have no net effect in
a social cost analysis and should therefore not be included in the calculation. Hence, a waste fee should not be included in the CBA.
Taxes
For a good or resource that is traded in a well-functioning market, i.e. a
market without distortions, the shadow price is equal to the market price.
Markets can be distorted by external effects; taxes used to generate revenues; imperfect competition; and disequilibrium such as unemployment.
If this is the case, the market price has to be corrected in order to estimate
the shadow price.
The determination of the shadow price for taxed input factors (goods
or resources) is treated differently in various guidelines. Taxes on input
factors and other goods create a wedge between the willingness-to-pay
and the opportunity cost for these products, and this wedge should be
accounted for in a CBA.
Shadow prices and taxes
Public monopoly

Competitive production

Labour

Market wage incl. taxes and
employers' contribution *
net-duty factor

Market wage incl. taxes and
employers' contribution

Market wage incl. taxes and
employers' contribution

Input factors

Market price excl. reimbursed taxes * net-duty
factor

Price excl. taxes, but incl.
taxes correcting for external
effects

Price incl. the same taxes
as in the private sector

Source: Møller et al. (2000) and Norwegian Ministry of Finance (1997)
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A general recommendation is to use the same method as other CBAs
in the country the analysis is performed for. If no national guideline exists
the method recommended by the Norwegian Ministry of Finance is probably the “simplest” alternative.
Environmental taxes introduced to internalise an external effect (i.e. to
correct for a market distortion) need no further correction. If these environmental taxes are believed to be a good estimate of the actual damage,
they can be used as a proxy for the environmental cost, but then estimates
for these external effects should not be included in the separate analysis
of external effects, as this would be to double-count the environmental
effects.
Financing projects and policy (marginal cost of public funds)
When a policy or public project is financed via taxes a wedge between
private and social costs is created. The tax cost for using general taxes
to finance the policy/project will probably differ between countries but
not between projects/policies in the same country. For Norway, Denmark and Finland the tax cost is estimated to be 20%. For Sweden the
tax cost is 30%.
User charges that do not reflect the user costs, i.e., where there is no
direct link between the costs the user actually inflicts and the charge the
user has to pay, will also create a wedge between social and private costs,
that is a marginal cost of public funds. User charges, e.g. waste fees,
which do reflect the user cost, do not need to be adjusted for the tax costs.
Householders’ time
There is no consensus on how to monetise the time spent on source separation in households. One approach is based on the assumption that each
hour spent on household chores means one hour less available for work.
With this approach the value of the leisure time of citizens can be set
equal to the full salary cost, including tax, or equal to the net salary, excluding tax. A different approach is to estimate how much it would be
worth for consumers to avoid spending time on source separation. Here,
time is treated as a non-marketed good and the value of the time is identified through willingness-to-pay methods. A third approach is to account
for the marketed as well as the non-marketed aspects of time. This requires information on what share of the source separation time would be
spent at work.
Valuation of environmental benefits and costs
Despite the fact that the valuation of environmental effects is often
fraught with methodological and practical difficulties, it is usually better
to include an uncertain estimation rather than excluding it from the CBA.
A decision made without a measure of the value of environmental effects,
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will implicitly assign a value to these effects. Hence, most CBA guidelines recommend that environmental costs and benefits should be included explicitly, and as far as possible measured in monetary terms.
Several methods exist for estimating the monetary values of environmental effects, e.g. emissions and discharges to air, water, etc. If it is
decided to transfer a monetary value that has been estimated for another
geographical area, it should be considered carefully which parameters
that can be transferred and how the transfer is made.
A database for exploring the latest developments within the growing
field of valuation techniques has been developed and will be extended
with Nordic valuation studies in the beginning of 2007.

Discounting
The choice of discount rate is an important exercise and may have a decisive influence on the outcome of the CBA. Nevertheless, discounting
should be made, and this guideline recommends that the national choices
of discount rates are applied in the CBA. Moreover, a sensitivity analysis
should be made for the discount rate (e.g. +/-2%).
Discount rates in the Nordic countries
Denmark1

Finland

Norway2

Sweden

6%

5%

4% / 6%

4%

Notes: 1) The Danish Ministry of Finance recommends a discount rate of 6%. The Danish EPA recommends a discount
rate of 3% combined with a return of capital calculated as an alternative rate of return of 6%. 2) In Norway a discount rate
of 4% is recommended (calculated as a risk free discount rate of 2% and a risk premium of 2% covering systematic risk,
whereas the risk premium should be 4% for projects with a substantial systematic risk profile; but for projects less dependent on the economic business cycle, a discount rate of 4% can be applied.
Source: Møller (2003), the Norwegian Ministry of Finance (2005).

When the same discount rate is used for all costs and benefits, it is necessary also to account for the fact that the prices for environmental benefits are likely to increase over time, e.g. due to scarcity of resources. Existing methods for environmental valuation typically do not account for
this dynamic effect. This means that they need to be supplemented by a
time-dependent technique, if the discount rate is applied to environmental
costs and benefits.

Evaluation
When all the effects of a project or policy have been listed in an inventory and monetised, the net benefit for each period is calculated and discounted to period 0. This exercise of weighing the net benefits for each
period is the calculation of the net present value (NPV). The general rule
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is to choose the project(s) with a positive net present value, and if ranking
is necessary the project with the highest NPV should be chosen.
Sensitivity analysis; analysis of risk and uncertainty
The purpose of a sensitivity analysis is to study how sensitive the result is
to changes in key assumptions. For this reason, it is recommended always
to conduct a sensitivity analysis of the key assumptions made in a CBA.
In a CBA it is the expected cost that should be used, not the most
likely value. Uncertainty, on the other hand, is when the probability cannot be calculated. As a result, it is difficult to deal with “pure” uncertainty. Nevertheless, it is recommended to include an analysis of the risk
and uncertainty.
Presentation of results
In the presentation of the results, the objective and scope of the analysis
should be presented in order to allow the decision-maker and other stakeholders to assess whether the objective has in fact been achieved.
This guideline recommends that the CBA result is presented as the net
present value. In doing so, it is also recommended that net present value
is split into: social costs excluding externalities, environmental costs,
time spent by householders and space occupied by waste collection
equipment (if included in the CBA).
The environmental effects arising outside the nation-state should as a
minimum be estimated and presented in physical units. However, it is
clearly preferable that these environmental effects are also monetised.
In cases where a monetary valuation of environmental effects is not
desirable, the environmental effects should be quantified in physical units
if possible. Otherwise, the effects should be listed (e.g. odour, noise, etc.)
The presentation should also include a description of the data that are
uncertain and highlight the assumptions that are important for the outcome of the CBA. Likewise, if any relevant aspects or elements have
been omitted from the analysis, this should be presented as well.
Consequences for specific groups in society should also be described.
An identification of how different groups are affected by a policy or project will also show who will be in favour of it.

1. Introduction
1.1 Motivation
In recent years, debates on environmental policies have been marked by
discussions whether cost-benefit analyses (CBA) are a suitable tool for
gathering information on socio-economic impacts of a given action before political decision-making.
The Treaty of the European Union (the Maastricht Treaty) requires action to take into account several factors one of which is “the potential
benefits and costs of action or lack of action”, (Pearce 2001, 173). In its
communication on a thematic strategy on the prevention and recycling of
waste from 2003, the European Commission stated that CBA is a suitable
tool for evaluating waste policy targets, (CEC 2003a). Furthermore, the
European Council of Ministers has declared that CBAs are to be carried
out in connection with proposed amendments to rules put forward by the
European Commission. Therefore, it is likely that CBAs will be used
increasingly before decisions are made on new legislation and amendments to existing directives in the field of waste and resources.
Moreover, life cycle thinking and life cycle assessment (LCA) has
gained acceptance as tools for waste management planning and policymaking. They are now being used in various contexts, ranging from local
planning to policy making at national and international levels. An example of this is the thematic strategy on the prevention and recycling of
waste presented by the European Commission in December 2005, (CEC
2005a). For LCA an international standard has been developed in order to
ensure that an LCA has a certain quality and transparency regarding the
assumptions made. In case the LCA compares different products the results are to be peer reviewed. No such international “standard” exists for
the preparation of CBA. However, the establishment of a standard of
some kind may enhance the reliability of the CBA as a decision-support
tool.
A review of CBAs of paper and cardboard waste management concludes that there are considerable differences in the application of the
method and the transparency of estimates, Villanueva et al. (2006). Especially the definition of system boundary seems to cause problems, and in
general there is room for improvement of the environmental assessment.
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1.2 Objectives
The objective of this publication is to provide a proposal for a state-ofthe-art guideline for cost-benefit analysis in the waste management sector. In addition, the objective is to provide insights from LCA in order to
improve the system analysis and the assessment of environmental effects
in CBA.
Where possible, the guideline will provide recommendations on decisions to be made. However, it is important to stress that the purpose is not
– and it is not possible – to give concrete directions for how to carry out
a given CBA. Examples will be given of how a given problem has been
solved in specific cases, and explanations will be given for the consequences of the different choices. Hence, the guideline serves a checklist
of issues to be considered during a CBA study.
The target group of these guidelines is CBA practitioners, staff members in public (European, national and local) administrations, and staff
members in public and private companies in the waste and resource management sector.
The guideline does not aim at presenting the theoretical aspects of the
CBA, as the economic theory is thoroughly explained elsewhere.

1.3 Approach
The basis for the present guideline is existing knowledge (in the Nordic
countries and Europe) about the application of CBA in the environmental
field and specifically in the field of waste and resources.
First step has been a literature search with a view to drawing up an
outline of existing guidelines for CBA, as well as analyses carried out
primarily in the waste and resources field, but also in other fields that
may inspire the guideline.
Second step has been the preparation of the actual contents of this
guideline. In this process, recommendations in existing Nordic guidelines
on CBA have been presented and sometimes contrasted. The two guidelines from the Danish and Norwegian Ministries of Finance are general in
nature, and the guideline from the Danish Ministry of the Environment is
specific for CBAs for environmental projects.
The guideline has been presented at a seminar in Copenhagen in September 2006, giving a number of Nordic experts the opportunity to present their assessment and discuss selected, critical spheres of issues.
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1.4 Structure of the guideline
The guideline is designed in a way that it can be used as a manual for
persons preparing a concrete CBA. Under the different activities the
choices to be made will be described and recommendations given where
possible. The guideline is structured according to the typical stages of a
cost-benefit analysis:
In Chapter 2 a brief introduction to CBA is given and the fundamental
principles are presented and the limitations of this decision support tool
are discussed. In addition, a brief introduction to LCA is given.
In Chapter 3 the initial considerations for the preparation of the CBA
are presented. In addition to the definition of objective and scope of the
CBA, the initial considerations also include decisions on the activities to
be included in the analysis (the system boundary) and the geographical
boundary. In particular, the CBA might benefit from further attention to
these two aspects.
In Chapter 4 issues relevant for the inventory of all the physical effects arising from the implementation of a policy or project are discussed.
The inventory contains input to economic activities, such as investment
and other input factors, and environmental effects.
In Chapter 5 various ways of monetising economic activities and environmental effects are shown. Examples of relevant valuations for the
Nordic countries are also given.
One of the most debated issues of the cost-benefit analysis is discussed in Chapter 6: Discounting. When all costs and benefits are calculated on the basis of the inventory and the monetary values, they need to
be discounted to present values.
In Chapter 7 the net present value is presented as the main evaluation
criterion. Sensitivity analysis and methods for analysing risk and uncertainty are briefly introduced.
Finally, Chapter 8 contains an extensive literature list with links to
internet sources. In Annexes I and II references to guidelines on CBA and
Nordic CBA studies are presented. At the very end of the guideline, in
Annex III, a glossary of relevant concepts and terms is found.
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2. Introduction to CBA and its
limitations
The intention of cost-benefit analysis is to compare the economic efficiency implications of alternative options that may be implemented to
address a particular project or policy requirement. The benefits of an
option are contrasted with its associated costs (including the opportunity
costs) within a common analytical framework. To the extent that is possible, all costs and benefits should be expressed in a common unit or numeraire, and this is monetary value.
The main advantage is that a CBA gives a comprehensive overview of
all important effects from a policy or project, and that these effects can be
compared through the use of a common unit. By using a common unit for
all effects, the benefits and costs of implementing a policy or project can
be weighted against each other to help decision-makers choose the alternative that gives the highest net benefit to society. As a general rule projects with a positive net benefit should be implemented; while projects
with a negative net benefit should be rejected. In practice however, not all
beneficial projects or policies will be undertaken simultaneously, either
because a budget restriction might limit the possibilities, or because the
projects are mutually exclusive. Then the projects will have to ranked
according to their net benefit 1.
It should be emphasised that CBA is a decision support tool, not a decision-making tool. The CBA is supposed to provide the best available
information about the subject in question. However, not all information
can or will be captured in a CBA and decision-makers may also have
other political issues to consider, which is why the CBA does not represent “the final truth”.

2.1 Types of CBA
Two types of CBAs exist: ex-ante and ex-post. An ex-ante study examines the efficiency of various options for implementing a policy, e.g. an
EU Directive, whereas an ex-post study examines whether the actual,
implemented policy has been efficient.
It has been debated whether ex-ante and ex-post CBAs reach the same
result or whether ex-ante CBAs overestimate the costs. Vanner and Ekins
(2005a, 12) conclude that: “Overall ex-ante cost estimates tend to overes1

Ranking is explained further in Chapter 7.
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timate the cost of implementing Directives. The case studies considered
here have indicated that this difference is typically of a factor about two,
and in many cases this tends to be driven by conservatism in setting assumptions about technological development. In addition, system complexity and (in hindsight) limited scope of the technologies considered
add to the likelihood of overestimation, because it is often only in the
process of implementing regulations that the least-cost solution is found”.
However, the workshop where these conclusions were presented, found
that the case studies did not present overwhelming evidence for a large,
systematic overestimation of ex-ante estimated cost compared to ex-post
cost, (Vanner and Ekins 2005b, 5). Rather, it was suggested that a factor
of one fourth or one third might be a more valid estimate.
In a literature review of 27 studies, and a comparison to another study
of 25 examined regulations, (MacLeod et al. 2006, 5) found that although
ex-ante costs were overestimated for around half the regulation studies,
they were also frequently underestimated and occasionally accurate.

2.2 Theoretical foundation
The theoretical foundation of CBA is economic welfare theory and is
based on the following assumptions, (Pearce et al. 2006, 42):
•

An individual’s preferences reflect the tastes and habits concerning
consumption goods. Individuals’ preferences may differ so that one
individual prefers good A whereas another individual prefers good B.
The preferences define the willingness-to-pay (WTP) for a benefit,
and the willingness to accept (WTA) for a cost.
Individuals’ preferences can be aggregated to reflect the social preference, or utility.
Individuals that benefit from a policy or project are, in principle, able
to compensate the individuals that lose, and still have a net benefit 2.

•
•
•

An analysis of private cost uses financial values, whereas a CBA uses
social values, and these can differ from the financial values. When estimating the social value the benefit should express the affected people’s
willingness-to-pay and the cost the opportunity cost (that is the value the
used resources would have received in the best alternative use).
For further reading on the theoretical foundation, see Pearce et al.
(2006), Boardman et al. (2006), or Hanley and Spash (1993).

2

This is the Kaldor-Hicks compensation criterion.
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2.2.1 Distributional effects
Although a policy or project will be beneficial for society, it may have an
adverse effect on certain individuals or groups in society, such as local
authorities, households, waste management companies, manufacturers etc.
Identifying how different groups will be affected enables policymakers to compensate those groups that are affected negatively, at least
in principle. Also, any conflicting interests of the parties affected by the
policy or project are illustrated (Møller et al. 2000, 165). The private cost
of a policy or project will influence a party’s preference for that policy or
project, and so by identifying these effects it becomes clear who will be
in favour of or against the policy. Hence, Møller et al. (2000, 165ff) recommends including an analysis of the private cost for relevant groups.
This analysis is largely based on the same inventory as the CBA.
The Norwegian Ministry of Finance recommends that the distributional effects for those groups in society that are particularly affected
should be described and be part of the decision-making process. However, the weighting of different groups’ benefits in the final decisionmaking is a political question and not part of the cost-benefit analysis
(Norwegian Ministry of Finance 2005, 10).
Pearce et al. (2006, 224ff) notice that in general, conventional CBAs
disregard distributional effects. Nevertheless, a first step to incorporate
distributional effects would be to identify the effects and possibly to provide detailed information about them. Then the issue of equity could be
considered in the CBA by assigning implicit and explicit distributional
weights to calculate the net benefits received by individuals 3.
For further discussion of distributional effects, see Boardman et al.
(2006), Møller et al. (2000), and Norwegian Ministry of Finance (2005).

2.3 Limitations of CBA
The CBA has advantages as well as disadvantages, and some of the latter
have been widely debated. Several objections to CBA have been raised
(e.g. Pearce 2001, 175ff):
Credibility: the costs and benefits of an option, and their monetary
value, are often highly uncertain. Wynne (1992) distinguishes four types
of uncertainty; risk, uncertainty, ignorance and indeterminacy. If the possible outcomes can be defined and their probabilities can be assigned in a
meaningful way, one is talking of risks. If the possible outcomes are identifiable, but their probabilities cannot be determined, one is faced with
3

Kriström has suggested a three-level hierarchy: 1) identifying and cataloguing how projectrelated cost and benefits are distributed; 2) calculating implicit distributional weights; 3) recalculating the project’s net benefit using explicit distributional weights. C.f Pearce et al. (2006,
297): Kriström, B. (2005), ‘Framework for Assessing the Distribution of Financial Effects of Environmental Policies’, in Y. Serret and N. Johnstone (eds.), The Distributional Effects of Environmental
Policy, Cheltenham, Edward Elgar and OECD, Paris, forthcoming.
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uncertainty. Ignorance refers to when we do not know what we do not
know. Finally, indeterminacy is used to describe situations in which the
complexity of the system is so large and so little is known about the relevant parameters and their relationships that modelling becomes a matter
of hit and miss (Mickwitz 2003). Where ignorance and indeterminacy
may be at play, and it will often be the case because of the complexity of
social and environmental issues, decision-making will have to rely on
other tools in addition to the CBA. A CBA can account for risk, and the
sensitivity analysis can, in principle, deal with uncertainty. However, if
the full uncertainty is properly accounted for, the CBA results might encompass a level of uncertainty that makes them difficult to interpret and
use. On the other hand, if the uncertainty is not properly accounted for,
the study lacks in credibility.
Moral objections: CBA is based on utilitarian moral philosophy,
which means it is based on the assumption that all types of negative effects can be compensated by positive effects. It can be argued that certain
negative effects, e.g., the loss of human life or the extinction of a species,
cannot be compensated for by positive effects. Furthermore, individuals
that benefit from a policy or project typically do not, in practice, compensate the individuals that lose. As a result, the CBA should be complemented by an identification of negative (and positive) effects that are
difficult to compensate (or off-set) by other effects; and by an analysis of
the distribution of positive and negative effects for various groups in society.
The efficiency focus: the objective of the CBA is to assess how efficient efficiency options are when they are implemented in the current
economic, technological and social context. Policy-makers, however,
often have additional objectives such as fairness, equity, long-term sustainability, competitiveness, employment, regional balance, etc. A full
basis for a decision might require additional analyses to cover these issues.
Flexibility: decision-makers may feel that CBA results, by indicating
the most efficient option, usurp the freedom of choice from the decisionmakers. Here, it is important to remember that the CBA is a decision
support tool, and that other effects or political considerations may not be
encompassed in the CBA.
Participation: the CBA has been accused of not involving relevant
stakeholders. By presenting one-dimensional results there is a risk that it
closes the door for debate. Stakeholder participation and debates are important to resolve conflicts of interest. Without them, important stakeholder groups might not accept the option selected by the decisionmakers. This can be a significant problem for controversial options such
as the construction of a waste incinerator or an expansion of the source
separation scheme. Since CBA does not resolve conflicts of interest, it
cannot replace the decision-process but only provide input to this process.
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However, although Nordic CBAs on waste management do not resolve
conflicts of interest, they have highlighted some of them. Early CBAs on
recycling highlighted the conflict between the benefits (environmental
improvement) and costs (particularly the time spent on source separation). Subsequent CBAs on collection systems highlighted the conflict
between the benefits of kerbside collection (less time required from
households) and bring systems (less effective, lower collection cost). In
this way, CBAs can contribute to an informed debate. The debate can be
stimulated during the CBA by involving a steering committee or reference group that includes important stakeholders. The completed CBA
report can stimulate further debate, if it highlights important methodological choices and data uncertainties.
Capacity: expertise in both economics and natural science is necessary
to perform a CBA. Moreover, a certain level of expertise is also necessary among the people using or judging the results, for example to participate in a debate that is based on CBA results. If stakeholders are involved in the steering committee, they get the opportunity to learn about
the individual study and about CBA in general. This will make them
more able to participate in any debates spurred by the completed CBA.
Hence, the CBA does have limitations. Most of them can be overcome
or alleviated through a few careful measures:
•
•
•
•

start by generating and screening ideas for relevant options (see Section 3.2),
involve a steering committee, to achieve learning and acceptance (see
Section 3.1),
write a transparent report highlighting important methodological
choices and uncertainties (see Section 7.4), and
carry out or recommend complementary analyses to achieve an improved basis for decisions (see Section 2.4 and Box 5.2).

2.4 Alternatives to CBA
In situations where a policy is focused on one main environmental effect
(or benefit) and where this effect may be difficult to monetise, the costeffectiveness analysis (CEA) could be a sensible alternative to the CBA.
For example, the CEA method is useful if decision-makers want to know
which policy is the most cost-effective for reducing CO2 emissions.
The cost-effectiveness analysis measures the cost per physical unit of
an environmental effect, e.g. EUR per tonne of CO2 reduction, or alternatively, the maximal environmental effect for a given cost. In other words,
the CEA does not include all environmental effects, only the one which is
of major concern.
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Contrary to the CBA, the cost-effectiveness analysis cannot reveal
whether a project or policy is beneficial for society and hence worth undertaking, Pearce et al. (2006, 274). The cost-effectiveness analysis can
only show which of several policies that has the lowest cost per unit
given that it is already decided that one of the policies should be implemented.
If it is not desirable to monetise environmental goods (e.g. landscapes
and biodiversity), the Norwegian Ministry of Finance (2005) suggests a
method for a systematic approach to non-monetised impacts. In this way,
impacts which have no monetary value could still be dealt with properly
in a CBA. The approach is presented in Box 5.2.
Other methods, such as multi-criteria analysis, are further presented
by CEC (2003b), Pearce et al. (2006), Söderbaum (2006) and
eftec/DEFRA (2006).

2.5 Brief introduction to Life cycle assessment (LCA)
Life cycle assessment (LCA) is a methodology for evaluation of the environmental impacts potentially generated in the lifetime of a product, a
system or a service.
It is an ambitious methodology, and it covers all stages in the life cycle of the products or systems investigated, from the cradle (material
extraction) to the grave (final disposal). It attempts to cover all physical
exchanges in the life cycle of a product with its surroundings, be it inputs
of auxiliary materials and energy consumption, or outputs of emissions,
waste and usable energy. Input data on physical exchanges are collected
and compiled in a so-called life cycle inventory analysis. The results from
this inventory may, for example, for a 40g paper sheet be expressed as the
consumption of 100g of wood and of 0.25kWh energy, generation of
0.1kWh energy, emission of 64g CO2 and 0.1g SO2, along with a host of
other inputs and outputs (see Figure 2.1).
In an ideal LCA, all inputs and outputs should be covered in the inventory. In practice, the completeness of the inventory is limited by the
analyst’s knowledge of the interactions of the system being investigated
with society and the environment.
Once an inventory of all inputs and outputs has been completed, these
are grouped into potential impact categories such as resource consumption, climate change, acidification or toxicity, and translated into environmental impacts following natural science causality knowledge. For instance, with respect to climate change, methane emissions are multiplied
by a factor of 21 to convert them to carbon dioxide (CO2) equivalents,
since the climate change impact potential of 1 kg methane is 21 times that
of a kg of carbon dioxide.
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Figure 2.1. Illustration of the data collection phase of the life cycle assessment of (a
sheet of) paper.
Source: Reproduced from Danish Topic Centre on Waste and Resources (2006)

The impacts may be grouped further and weighted against each other to
derive a single impact potential score such as eco-points or ecological
footprint, which is easier to communicate in a decision-making context.
For this aggregation process, an LCA uses references for comparison
based on the functionality of the products or services being compared,
and units such as person equivalents (that is, the amount that a citizen
emits of a given substance per year), to convert emissions to a single
indicator. Such aggregation inevitably carries with it a certain degree of
subjectivity, and requires decisions over which impact is more important
in a policy context – for instance is climate change more or less important
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than human toxicity? This is a weighting process that has similarities with
the monetisation process of the CBA.
In contrast to a CBA, LCA uses mostly physical and chemical data,
both in the inventory and in the calculation of impacts. Only in certain
areas such as the simultaneous production of two or more products (for
instance, beer and yeast production), data about the economic value of the
two products may be used in LCA to split between them the “responsibility shares” of the environmental loads occurring during production.
An international standard for LCA has been developed, and handbooks are available (e.g., Guinée 2002), as well as scientific reviews of
recent developments, Rebitzer et al. (2004), and Pennington et al. (2004).
Separate publications describe how to apply the method on waste management systems, Finnveden (1999) and Clift et al. (2000). The application of LCA to waste management, and a few methodological key issues,
are discussed in Section 4.2.

3. Defining objective and scope
The decision on what to study and the scope of the analysis will affect the
entire analysis and thereby the conclusions. Hence, there is plenty of reason why it is worth spending time and efforts in preparing the analysis
carefully.
The issues discussed in this section are:
•
•
•
•

definition of the problem to be examined
construction of the baseline scenario
description of relevant alternative scenarios
the scope of the analysis

In this context, the baseline scenario is the “no policy intervention scenario” or business-as-usual scenario that the alternative scenarios will be
compared to or measured against. The alternative scenarios describe the
development that is anticipated if the policy intervention, investment in
new technology, or another kind of project is implemented.
The scope of the analysis covers considerations of the reference unit for
comparison, system boundary, geographical boundary, and time horizon.

3.1 Objective of analysis
A cost-benefit analysis may be conducted as part of the preparatory work
for setting new targets in a waste strategy or waste management plan. It
may also be conducted to examine the most appropriate way of
implementing an EU directive, or whether a new waste treatment
technology would be more beneficial to society than the current
technology.
Before beginning a CBA, it should be ensured that the necessary resources in terms of staff and possibly consultancy are available to achieve
the defined objective (and scope). If the objective of the analysis does not
match the resources available for the study, it would be better to reconsider the study. Perhaps the objective needs to be constrained to studying
just a few alternative scenarios; or to undertake a screening of the most
important effects; or perhaps the study should be made using a different
approach, e.g. a cost-effectiveness analysis. It is recommended to be explicit about any constraints in the analysis, especially if elements relevant
for the analysis have been omitted.
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3.1.1 Definition of the problem to be examined
The definition of the problem or subject to be examined should include a
description of the purpose of initiating the policy or project as precisely
as possible. The basic question is why the CBA should be undertaken and
what kind of information it should provide, to whom and for what purpose.
Understanding the context in which the analysis is to be conducted is
important in order to define the problem to be examined, and it should
ease the definition of the baseline and alternative scenarios. For example,
if the purpose of the CBA is to examine various ways of implementing an
EU directive, the directive will contain certain legal requirements that the
national regulation must comply with. Already existing national regulation might need to be amended before the new policy can be adopted. The
historical development of the waste management system may also be
relevant and influence the future policy, e.g. if systems to distribute energy from waste incineration plants exist already, or if a particular expertise has been developed which may support export of a technology.
An initial literature review of studies within the subject might provide
inspiration and avoid duplication of work. Involvement of stakeholders in
the process is also a way of collecting and making use of available information. In some cases the information and data necessary for the analysis
are only available from private companies or local authorities. Establishing a steering committee enables stakeholders to obtain insight in the
methodology applied and assumptions made whereby the result of the
CBA may be accepted more easily.
Identifying the target audience, e.g. policy-makers, public administration, industry representatives and NGOs, can help define the problem to
be analysed. Policy-makers, be it local, regional or national, may have
different needs for information and decision support, depending on the
scale of the policy or project, or the complexity of the problem.
It may also be desirable to describe the roles and responsibilities of the
public authorities involved and affected by the policy or project. This
would indicate which authorities should be involved in, or at least consulted during, the process. In addition, it might indicate where additional
information could be gathered.
3.1.2 Construction of the baseline scenario
The baseline scenario serves as the reference situation, to which the alternative scenarios will be compared. This scenario is often a continuation
of business as usual, i.e. a scenario without the policy or project that is
assessed in the CBA. It may also be the case that the current development
is not allowed to continue. In such a case, the baseline scenario can be
either a hypothetical counterfactual, or adjusted to meet legal require-
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ments. In any case, the purpose of the baseline scenario is to describe
what would have happened in the absence of the policy or project.
The description of the baseline scenario should be as detailed as possible and should account for the conditions that are uncertain and the
assumptions that have been made in the baseline. In the absence of a new
policy, questions in this respect might be: how much waste would be
generated and collected; how would it be collected and treated; would the
waste be exported for recovery or would it be managed domestically?
The baseline scenario should account for foreseen developments that
are independent of the policy or project. A cost-benefit analysis may have
a tendency to become a static analysis by considering only conditions that
are relevant at the time of appraisal. However, economic activity, population and number of persons per household may be on the increase, which
will affect the use of resources and generation of waste. So may an ageing population. The behaviour of producers and consumers is also likely
to change over the 20–30 years which is a typical time horizon for an
analysis. Furthermore, there may be other regulatory changes in the pipeline or technology innovations that will influence the use of resources,
management of waste and emissions during the life cycle. An outlook
could illustrate the likely, future waste generation and management 4 as
well as other demographic and economic variables. Different methods for
constructing a baseline scenario are presented in Box 3.1.

4

The European Topic Centre on Resource and Waste Management of the European Environment
Agency is developing baseline projections for a series of waste streams.
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Box 3.1 Methods for creating a baseline scenario
Various methods can be used to construct a baseline scenario. These include:
Trend extrapolation. A simple approach to constructing a policy baseline is to
assume that trends visible prior to the policy change would have continued unchanged if the policy measure had not been implemented.
Econometric methods. Econometric models may be estimated which, for
example, link pollution levels to various economic variables (e.g. the level of
gross national product), and which include a ‘dummy variable’ for the date of
introduction of the policy measure. The model can then be used to make a
‘counterfactual’ prediction of what would have happened to pollution levels if
everything else had remained unchanged, except that the policy had not been introduced.
Linear programming techniques can be used to indicate how the decisions
of firms might change in response to different constraints and incentives; the
problem with these measures is that they assume some form of optimal decisionmaking, which may in practice be unrealistic.
Often it will be better to use ‘judgmental’ methods rather than any of the
other techniques to describe the baseline in the absence of policy. However, one
problem with definitions of the baseline scenario constructed purely on the basis
of judgment is that the outcome of the evaluation study will depend critically on
the judgments made; there may easily be scope for doubts about the realism of
such a baseline
What can be done depends partly on the availability of suitable data. In turn,
data availability depends partly on the institutional setting of the evaluation. Issues of commercial confidentiality may obstruct access to some of the key data
needed.

Source: OECD (1997, 97)

In describing the baseline scenario it is relevant to differentiate between
policy objectives and policy measures. The policy objective may be to
achieve a 50% recycling rate which can be achieved with various mixes
of instruments, whereas the policy measure is a specific instrument, e.g.
obligatory, separate collection of organic waste from households.
It is recommended to use the baseline scenario consistently throughout
the study in order to avoid any confusion of what is used as the counterfactual.

3.2 Identifying alternative scenarios
The objective of a CBA could be to provide information on one of the
following questions: should a given waste stream be recycled, incinerated
or landfilled? What should the optimal level of recycling be for a given
waste stream? Which policy measures would be better at achieving the
targets?
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All relevant options to the baseline scenario should be considered in the
analysis. In order to be able to identify these alternative scenarios, it may
be necessary to survey the issue for feasible and desirable options, and to
study previous analyses within the field. A steering committee may also
provide input to the definition of relevant scenarios. In this way, options
that are not feasible for one or another reason (e.g. technical, financial,
regulation, time constraints) can be excluded at an early stage. All the
alternative scenarios should, of course, cover relevant options. The number of scenarios should not be too many, as the analyst or target audience
may lose overview of the entire analysis.
The number of alternative scenarios needed differs according to the
objective of the analysis. For many purposes two scenarios may be sufficient: the baseline and the situation where the policy or project has been
implemented. On the other hand, if the policy or project can be implemented by using different (packages of) measures, more scenarios are
needed.
When defining alternative scenarios it is necessary to have or obtain
information on the effectiveness or efficiency of various waste management systems, policy measures etc. For example, how much paper and
cardboard can a local authority expect to collect via a kerbside collection
system compared to a bring bank system? And what is the efficient density of bring banks? Much of this information will be obtainable either
from local authorities and their knowledge from the operation of a system, or from various studies. As for policy measures, some information
on the effectiveness may also be available from studies, although the
experience from one country or type of instrument can rarely be transferred directly to another country or policy area. Often, some specific
circumstances may influence the effectiveness.

3.3 Definition of scope
The definition of scope comprises the decision on what the analysis
should include and, consequently, exclude. This exercise regards a delimitation of: the system (technology) under study, the geographical
boundary, and the time horizon. First, however, the reference unit for
comparison should be defined. In this guideline it is suggested to apply
the same term as in life cycle assessments: the functional unit.
3.3.1 Functional unit
The costs and benefits of waste management are in many cases calculated
and presented per kg or tonne of waste treated. The denominator in the
unit is called the functional unit, a term borrowed from LCA theory. If it
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is 1 tonne of waste treated, the CBA results imply that the quantity of
waste is unaffected by the management measures investigated. Having
identical amounts of waste treated in different scenarios makes it possible
to simplify comparative analyses by neglecting the production and use of
the materials (Finnveden 1999). This simplification is sometimes called
the “zero burden assumption”, suggesting that the waste enters the system
boundary without burdens.
A CBA that presents the environmental burdens per kg or tonne of
waste generated allows for comparisons of different options for dealing
with this waste, but not for analysis of changes in the quantities of waste
generated. It is inadequate for the identification and assessment of waste
prevention strategies. It also fails to account for the serious challenges
posed by a continuation of the short-term and long-term trends of increasing waste flows, and consequently do not give information on how large
capacity for waste treatment is required.
In studies made to assess waste prevention, the functional unit needs
to be adjusted. It can, for example, be the treatment of the annual quantity
of waste generated (or expected to be generated) in a geographical area.
Such functional units have been used in environmental assessments of
waste management. Xará et al. (2004) used the annual quantity of waste
in the city of Porto as the functional unit in a life cycle assessment.
Olofsson et al. (2004) compared waste prevention to different waste management strategies, using the annual quantity of waste in Sweden as the
functional unit. The quantity of waste varied between the scenarios because the analysis accounted for the reduction in waste quantity resulting
from potential waste prevention measures.
Adjusting the functional unit is obviously a way to facilitate the assessment of waste prevention. This measure may appear simple enough,
but if different scenarios include different waste quantities, the zero burden assumption is no longer valid. It is reasonable to demand that such
studies include the environmental burdens associated with the production
of all the materials that eventually become waste. This makes the assessment more complicated.
It can be relevant to use the annual quantity of waste generated in a
geographical area as the functional unit also when the quantity of waste is
identical in the different scenarios. With this functional unit, the results of
the CBA will reflect the anticipated total costs and benefits of waste
management in the region concerned. Such results can be easy to communicate and relate to, particularly if the CBA aims at contributing to
waste management planning in this region.
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3.3.2 System boundary - coverage of the life cycle
Another important decision at an early stage of the analysis is the choice
of system boundary. This term is also borrowed from LCA theory, and it
indicates which life cycle phases are included in the analysis.
In any analysis, CBA, LCA or other, the scope of the system to be
studied will have to be decided. However, in this guideline it is recommended to pay special attention to the implications of a decision on the
system boundaries, and how it might affect the result of the analysis. If
the functional unit is defined as “the management of one tonne of paper
waste”, the relevant effects may not just arise from waste management of
used paper, they may also arise from the avoided resource use, e.g. logging of wood and manufacturing of new paper due to recycling, or
avoided use of fuels due to energy recovery. Thus, including or excluding
effects that may not be considered to be a direct part of the waste management phase are likely to influence the outcome of the analysis.
There is a risk of making the analysis very comprehensive if all elements and environmental effects in the waste management system should
be included and assessed. Thus, the question is what are the most significant ones from a socio-economic perspective? In order to answer this
question, in reality a rough assessment will have to be made of which
elements are most significant from an environmental and economic point
of view. A literature review, e.g. Ekvall (1999), would reveal that the
most important environmental effects stem from:
•
•
•
•
•

treatment of waste: landfill, incineration and recycling activities,
manufacturing of the material which is replaced through recycling,
production of energy which is replaced through incineration of waste
with energy recovery,
manufacturing of the material which becomes waste (mainly relevant
for waste prevention studies), and
production of electricity and heat used in the waste management
system and the manufacturing of material.

In the economic analysis the collection and treatment of waste entail the
dominant costs. If the householders’ time for separation of waste is included, it will generally be a significant cost as well. The valuation of
environmental effects may also be of importance.
An illustrative way of presenting the system included in the study is to
make a flow-chart showing how the resource or waste stream in question
is managed. An example is shown in Figure 3.1 for the management of
source separated waste and residual household waste. In a CBA, the economic and environmental system boundary should be identical. However,
the prices used in the economic analysis give information about the upstream costs of producing the good or service or the downstream cost of
waste management. For example, revenue from sale of energy produced
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through incineration is deducted from the incineration cost in order to obtain the net cost of incinerating one tonne of waste 5. In other words, the
price of materials and energy entering and leaving the waste management
system can be used as a proxy for the economic analysis of activities outside the waste management system. As a result, economic data typically
need only be collected outside the waste management system, when there
are good reasons to suspect that the prices of materials and energy flows
are poor approximations of the economic effects of these flows.

Figure 3.1 System boundary (for the environmental and economic data collection): management of source separated waste and residual household waste
Note: The environmental system boundary (marked in dark-shaded colour) is broader than the economic system boundary. Transport is not shown in the chart but is included in the analysis.
Source: Reproduced from Bäckmann et al. (2001, 58)

3.3.3. Geographical boundary
An often debated issue is the geographical coverage of the analysis. This
is an area where there is usually a difference in approach of the CBA and
the LCA. In the LCA the geographical boundary is typically global, i.e. it
5

See Table 4.4
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includes emissions taking place abroad, be it in China or Germany. In the
CBA the geographical boundary is often national and focuses on domestic costs and benefits, because it is based on the preferences of the domestic population and aims at an efficient use of domestic, economic resources6.
Since many environmental effects are transboundary the environmental impact of an emission may occur not only in the country where
the emission arises but in neighbouring countries as well.
In the case where an emission originates in the country performing the
CBA, but causes unpriced external effects abroad, it is not disputed that
the effects caused abroad normally should be included in the CBA, Møller et al. (2000).
However, when the project or policy analysed affects imports or exports, the problem is how to value the external effects related to such
resources or products. Frequently, the problem is bypassed by using the
price at the border, assuming either that there are no environmental costs
or externalities in the extraction, manufacturing or use of these resources
or that these externalities already are taken care of in the exporting or
importing country. This approach is based on the idea that each nation is
free to decide how to value its own environment. 7
Having said that, it should be stressed that in today’s global economy
a good is often manufactured, consumed and disposed of in multiple parts
of the world. Accordingly, ignoring environmental effects from production or extraction abroad (which may be the greater part of the total effects) may seriously bias the insights gained through the CBA. In a comparison between domestic recycling and export of waste the purely national approach would, as a paradox, clearly favour the export alternative,
due to the lower environmental cost from a narrow national perspective.
Møller et al. (2000, 32) suggests that the environmental effects be described separately for the country in question and for foreign countries.
This allows illustrating the weight of foreign environmental effects in the
total CBA result.
According to Pearce et al. (2006, 55) the conventional focus on the nation-state in CBA needs to be extended, in particular with regard to impacts arising in other countries if:

6
See Section 2 regarding the theoretical foundation of the CBA. The geographical boundary of
the CBA does not have to be the entire nation; it can also be a municipality or a county.
7
In principle this means that any environmental costs in the exporting country are supposed to be
included in the export price. If an environmental tax is levied for example on the production of a
good, then this tax is reflected in the price paid at the border. If the production of a good is subject to
environmental regulations, that good is more expensive to produce than it would otherwise have
been, and therefore, again, more expensive to import. If there are no environmental taxes levied on
the good/resource, it is assumed that the exporting country values (additional) local environmental
damages from the manufacturing of the good as equal to zero.
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the impact relates to an issue where the effect in other countries has been
acknowledged as being of joint interest and responsibility by means of an
international treaty or international cooperation,
there is an accepted ethical reason8.
This approach is recommended in this guideline, and it implies that
greenhouse gases, transboundary pollution and many other environmental
effects arising abroad should be included in a CBA.
Including all economic activities and environmental effects in a CBA
is not straightforward and is likely to be a comprehensive task. While the
inventory of environmental effects and the prices of traded goods abroad
usually are readily available the only feasible approach for the preferences (monetary values) of the environmental (non-traded) goods is to
transfer benefit estimates by use of purchasing-power-parities.
In general, a CBA is conducted to study the effects of one country’s
policy. As a result of this limited geographical coverage or scale of the
study, most studies in the field of waste and resource management assume that the policy analysed will only induce a marginal change in economic activity, i.e. it will not affect the relative prices. If, on the other
hand, the objective is to study the effects of a common European policy
and the geographical scope is EU-27, it is clearly a possibility that the
relative prices will change and that the currently observed market prices
cannot be used in the analysis. For example, a new policy that aims at
increasing the recycling rate in the European Union may result in lower
prices for recycled material due to increased supply, and in higher prices
for collection equipment due to increased demand. In principle, this dynamic can be included in a CBA although it is a complex task. Rather, in
such cases it is recommended to use market equilibrium models or general equilibrium models to estimate the effects of changes in the market.
3.3.4 Time horizon
The choice of time horizon is important as it will affect the present values
of costs and benefits, and thereby the result of the analysis. Nevertheless,
there is no fixed rule for defining the time horizon, except that it should
account for all the relevant differences in costs and benefits of the scenarios studied.
Pearce et al. (2006, 56f) argue that previously the time horizon was
equal to the physical or economic life time of the investment. Here, the
time horizon for infrastructure was typically between 30 and 50 years,
and for housing it could be around 100 years.
Environmental effects have very long time horizons as it may take
several years before an effect becomes apparent or has an actual impact
8

Fx where the issue involves cultural assets such as a World Heritage Site, or where a nation
feels a moral obligation to account for its impacts on others, Pearce (2001, 172).
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on ecosystems and human health. The effects of climate change are estimated for a horizon of 100 years, and the health effect of several substances is still unknown (see also Section 4.2.6 on the time horizon for
landfill emissions).
When estimating the environmental effects – and thus the monetary
value – from landfilling waste the time horizon is particularly important
as emissions of methane gas and leachate can occur for at least tens and
hundreds of years, respectively, (COWI 2000). Factors that further complicate the estimation and valuation are that these emissions vary over
time and depend on the composition of waste. An example of the emission of methane gas over time from various waste streams is shown in
Figure 4.5.
Møller et al. (2000, 33) recommend that when environmental effects
occur after the project or policy as such has been terminated, the time
horizon should be chosen to account for such environmental effects. This
may imply that the time horizon will be infinite. Another approach is to
set the time horizon according to the uncertainty of future estimates,
Pearce et al. (2006, 56f). The rationale for this approach is that it is difficult to know what the situation will be in 40 or 50 years’ time.
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4. Inventory
An inventory is a listing of all effects that arise from implementing a
policy or project measured in their natural physical units, i.e. tonnes, m3,
km, etc.
The description of the baseline scenario and the relevant, alternative
scenarios should include all important foreseen pressures, be it economic
effects, environmental effects or other external effects.
The economic effects comprise typical, traded production input factors: capital, labour and various materials. In this context, the environmental effects comprise the external effects that are not traded, i.e. emissions from the relevant production and waste management processes; the
use of land, water and other natural resources; noise, etc.
In order to estimate the economic and environmental effects, considerable information and knowledge about the system is necessary. Not
only skills in economics but also skills in natural science are required to
quantify and assess the pressures.
First, the inventory of economic effects is presented. This section includes both general considerations for the analysis as well as considerations mainly regarding the economic effects. The time spent by householders on waste management activities, and space for storing recyclables
in households are also discussed in this section. Subsequently, the inventory of environmental effects is presented. This inventory is “the environmental assessment” of the CBA.

4.1 Economic effects
To allow for a proper calculation of the net present value, the inventory
needs to include the resource use and the result of this resource use for
each year the project runs.
At this stage, effects are listed in their physical units. Some effects
will already be stated in monetary terms.
An easy way of getting an overview of all the effects is to present
them in a table structured as in Table 4.1. Here, the resource use (inputs
to waste management, production etc.) and the result of this resource use
(environmental effects, health effects, etc.) are shown for each year of the
policy or project time horizon. This guideline recommends illustrating
how the resource use and the result of the resource use is expected to
develop over the time horizon of the policy or project as environmental
effects and thus monetary values may vary over time.
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Table 4.1 Inventory of effects
Year0

Year1

….

Yearn

Resource use

Investment (money terms, no.)
Operational costs
- labour (man-hours, money terms)
- natural resources (tonnes, m3, GJ, money terms)
- import of goods (no., money terms)
Result of resource use

- environmental effects (tonnes, m3, no.)
- health effects (no., in percentage)
Note: To show the general nature of the inventory, the table includes also environmental effects and health effects,
although the environmental assessment is discussed in Section 4.2.
Source: Adapted from the Danish Ministry of Finance (1999) and Møller et al. (2000).

The inventory can be made in actual quantities for each scenario or as
changes from the baseline. The former has the advantage of being
straightforward and transparent, whereas the latter has the advantage of
showing how an alternative scenario deviates from the baseline. In any
case, the baseline and the alternative scenarios will have to be quantified.
Before starting the inventory, it should be decided whether the policy
or project is to analyse what is beneficial for society here and now, taking
into account the investments already made, or whether it is to analyse
what is beneficial to society in the long term. The first approach will consider investments already made as sunk cost, and therefore exclude these
from the analysis. The second approach will include all investments regardless of current investments, as it aims to analyse the optimal solution
in the long term when society is not tied to any current investments.
Hence, the first approach will favour systems and policies already in
place and is usually only adopted if the CBA is carried out from the perspective of an individual utility. The second approach which aims to analyse the long-term optimal solution for society, is more relevant in CBAs
at the level of the national economy.
In order to enhance the transparency and reliability of the CBA as a
decision support tool, it is recommended that all data sources, assumptions and methods used are specified in the analysis.
4.1.1 Effects from collection, separation and transport
Depending on the defined functional unit, the analysis would take its
starting point in the generation of the waste stream under consideration.
This waste is generated in households, private companies, public institutions, etc. The effects from the activities of collection, separation and
transport will, among other things, depend on “the waste producer” (single-family/multi-storey households; manufacturing/commercial companies), the type of waste (mixed waste; separate collection/residual waste),
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and the waste collection system (kerbside; bring banks; recycling centres). Collection of waste from the “waste producer” should cover the
investments in equipment necessary for the activity, e.g. indoor bins,
outdoor bins/containers, trucks, as well as separation and pre-treatment
facilities. Likewise, the effects from the operation of the activity should
be included, and these may cover bags/sacks, manpower, fuel, electricity,
administration costs and information campaigns.
It may be difficult to obtain complete information at a very detailed
level of information about the collection costs (e.g. investment in trucks,
manpower, fuel use, etc.) if such inventories do not already exist. A surrogate can be established by obtaining the public tender collection price
from a selection of local authorities. In most cases, it would be fair to
assume that waste collection is in competition and therefore the price
reflects the marginal costs. It is true that the calculation of the tender
price may have used a different discount rate than the one applied in the
CBA, hence there is a divergence of assumptions, but the public tender
collection price can be used as an approximation in want of better data.
An example of effects from separate collection of organic waste and
residual waste from two different types of household is presented in
Table 4.2.
Table 4.2 Example of annual effects from separate collection of organic waste and
residual waste, per household
Organic waste

Residual waste

Single-family

Multi-storey

Single-family

Multi-storey

825 DKK
10 years
63 DKK
10 years
-

34 DKK
5 years
62.5 DKK
10 years
-

299 DKK
10 year
-

179 DKK
10 year
-

168 plastic bags
4 DKK
26 sacks
22 DKK
231 DKK
3 DKK
10 DKK

168 plastic bags
4 DKK
1.6 sacks
1.7 DKK
25.91 DKK
3 DKK
10 DKK

86 DKK
359 DKK
-

140 DKK
-

Investment:

bin, indoor
useful life
bin, outdoor
useful life
truck
useful life
Operation:

bags, indoor
distribution, bags
sacks, outdoor
maintenance
collection*
information
administration

Note *: The collection reflects the price paid by the local authority to the operator for the service, and it includes the
transport of waste to the treatment facility.
Source: Extract from Damgaard et al. (2003, 114)
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4.1.2 Effects from treatment
In this guideline the term “treatment” describes the activities after the use
and collection of the product, i.e. reuse, recycling, recovery and final disposal of waste.
The inventory of effects will depend on the kind of treatment included
in the scenarios under study. Table 4.3 provides an overview of the various factors that influence the cost of treatment for incineration, landfilling, composting and anaerobic digestion.
The choice of waste treatment may also generate effects on energy production (heat and electricity from incineration; recovery of methane gas
from landfill), on the production of recycled materials, and on the effects
from avoided production of other energy and materials. These effects were
also shown in Figure 3.1 on the system boundary in section 3.3.2.
Table 4.3 Factors that influence the cost of treatment
Incineration
plant

Landfill

Compost
plant

Anaerobic
digestion

Land acquisition

X

X

X

X

Capacity of plant

X

X

X

X

Rate at which
landfill is filled

Requirements for land per unit of capacity
Plant utilisation rate

X
X

Requirements for:

Treatment of flue gas

X

Engineering (affected by geology and
proximity to sensitive aquifers)

X

Collection of methane gas

X

Conditions for utilisation of digestate and
liquor (e.g. can digestate be applied directy to land or must it be stabilised via aerobic composting)

X

The choice of technology / process

X

Costs for daily cover
The purity of source separation

X

Choice of input materials used

X

The nature and length of contracts and the
materials received

X

Price for support of energy production
Efficiency of energy recovery / production
Recovery of materials and the revenues
from this

X
X
Energy,
metals

X
Energy
(methane)

Revenues for sale of product
(Compost: depend on quality of input
material and maturity of end product)
Treatment and disposal / recovery of ash
residues
Aftercare
Source: Hogg (2002)

X

X

Energy

Compost
X
X

Digestate
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In Hogg (2002) detailed breakdowns are also available for a crate incinerator (Germany); landfill (the United Kingdom) and intensive composting (Italy). In addition, comparative costs or unit costs of the treatment
methods are presented for a number of EU Member States. The Danish
association of waste management companies, RenoSam, has prepared
fact sheets for its members on the costs and revenues from collection,
separation and treatment of various waste streams as part of a benchmarking study 9, (RenoSam).
A more detailed overview of technologies for diversion of biodegradable municipal waste from landfill is presented in Crowe et al. (2001).
These include centralised composting, home and community composting,
anaerobic digestion, incineration, pyrolysis and gasification. For each
technology the advantages and disadvantages are presented, and so are
the typical costs. Crowe et al. (2001) also discuss the conditions that are
necessary for the establishment of a market for recycled products.
In practise, information about input of resources necessary for waste
treatment is best obtained from collaborating with or contacting a stateof-the-art facility to get insights in the investment required and the operational costs. In some areas, information is also available from the facility’s annual accounts or environmental reports.
Inspiration may also be found in other CBAs in the field of waste and
resources. In Annex II, Nordic CBAs on waste are listed.

9

The cost per tonne has been split into costs for machines, buildings, operational cost, costs and
revenues from recycled materials for the years 2003 and 2004. Fact sheets have been made for:
Collection of domestic waste; Collection of paper and cardboard; Operation of civic recycling centres; Separation of paper and cardboard; Incineration; Composting; and Landfill of mixed wastes.
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Table 4.4 Inventory for the incineration process (excluding environmental effects)
Activity

Capacity of the facility

Resource use

483,000

Tonnes

2,000,000,000
25
700,000,000
40

DKK
Years
DKK
Years

149
3,000,000

Men
DKK

3,000
2,000,000
390

Tonnes
DKK
Tonnes

42,300
256,000
526
1,000,000
52,000,000

MWh
m3
m3
DKK
DKK

44,000,000
5,000,000

DKK
DKK

15,000
107,000

Tonnes
Tonnes

115,300
953,000

MWh
MWh

Expenditures, capital

Investment: incineration plant
- Useful life
Investment: machinery
- Useful life
Resource use, operation

Labour
- Staff
- Pension
Raw materials
Lime (CaCO3)
Chemicals
Lye
Energy
- Electricity
- Natural gas
- Oil
- Peak load, natural gas and oil
Other
Maintenance
- Machines
- Buildings
Disposal of residues

- Landfill
- Recycling
Production

- Electricity
- Heat
Source: Strandmark et al. (2002a)

For instance, detailed inventories of incineration, composting and anaerobic digestion can be found in Damgaard et al. (2003) and Strandmark
et al. (2002a). Damgaard et al. (2003) also include inventories for collection and pre-treatment for anaerobic digestion. An example of an inventory for the incineration of 483,000 tonnes of waste is shown in Table
4.4. As indicated, the inventory includes disposal and recycling of residues and production of electricity and heat for sale. This information is
used for the calculation of shadow prices in Table 5.2 in Section 5.1.
Inventories of material recycling or facilities for recycling are scarce.
Data for recycling of plastics in Denmark are given in Strandmark et al.
(2002a), and include: investments in buildings and machines, labour,
maintenance, energy, raw materials and residues.
4.1.3 Householders’ time consumption
Householders may spend leisure time on separating waste and transporting it to a recycling centre, bring bank or similar. If the time spent on this
activity reduces householders’ welfare, then it may be regarded as an
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additional cost. However, if householders undertake these actions on a
voluntary basis, it can be excluded from a CBA (Smith 2005, 39).
Different estimates and assumption regarding the time consumption
have been used in different studies. The Swedish Consumer Agency
(1997) investigated source separation in households in four Swedish
towns: Boden, Mark, Täby and Helsingborg. They concluded that source
separation (including cleaning, home composting and transport to pick-up
points) requires on average 15-25 minutes per household per week. Most
of this time was spent on cleaning packaging and transporting the fractions.
According to Farm (1997), cleaning all packaging in a family of four
requires 18 minutes/week. This is consistent with the results from the
Swedish Consumer Agency.
Bäckman et al. (2001) and Ekvall and Bäckman (2001) calculated
the time required for source separation based on measured values of the
time required to clean packaging of different kinds, estimated values of
the number of packaging per family, and estimated values of the number
of trips and time required for transporting the separated waste stream to
pick-up points. Their results were significantly lower than the results
presented by the Swedish Consumer Agency and by Farm.
Sterner and Barteling (1999), Bruvoll et al. (2002), and Berglund
(2006) carried out surveys using questionnaires and interviews to investigate the time spent on source separation by householders. Their values
were much higher than the ones presented by the Swedish Consumer
Agency and by Farm in 1997. The high results from the questionnaire
may, at least in part, be explained by the fact that householders tend to
overestimate the time needed for boring activities, (Bruvoll et al. 2002).
Furthermore, the time reported in the questionnaires might have been
valid for entire households rather than single individuals in the households (Berglund 2006).
In a recent study, Sahlin et al. (2007) disregarded the questionnaire
and interview surveys and estimated the time required for source separation of paper and plastic waste by calculating the geometric average between the results from the Swedish Consumer Agency (1997), Farm
(1997), Bäckman et al. (2001), and Ekvall & Bäckman (2001). The results are presented in Table 4.5. They can be interpreted as a best estimate
of the additional time required to separate these waste streams in Swedish
homes, compared to leaving the material in the mixed household waste.
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Table 4.5 Estimated time requirement for source separation of paper and plastic
waste streams in an average Swedish household
Average total
time

For cleaning

For sorting

For transport

h/tonne

h/tonne

h/tonne

h/tonne

72

19.3

19.3

33.5

Paper and hard plastic packaging:
Other paper (newsprint, journals,
note pads, envelopes):

53

0

19.3

33.5

Soft plastic packaging, diapers:

86

0

19.3

67

Source: Sahlin (2006)

4.1.4 Space in households
Source separation requires not only time but also space for storing the
multiple waste streams. A plausible assumption is that source separation
only takes place to the extent that there is room in the homes. In other
words, reduced source separation would not result in smaller dwellings.
This means that the space requirements of source separation do not entail
any extra financial cost. However, as a result of source separation, less
space is available in the homes for other purposes. When storage space in
kitchens is a limited resource, the space requirement can be considered an
external cost. Ekvall & Bäckman (2001) assume this to be the case in
20% of the households. They also assume the floor space required to
store a waste stream (paper packaging) to be approximately 3 dm * 2 dm
= 0.06 m2.

4.2 Environmental effects
This guideline recommends that the environmental effects be estimated
using the methodology for life cycle assessment (LCA). This methodology helps expand the perspective beyond the waste management system.
When waste management includes recycling of materials, the boundary
of the system is expanded to include the avoided production of that material which is replaced through recycling (see Figure 3.1). When waste
management includes energy recovery, the system boundary is expanded
to include the avoided combustion of fuel that is replaced by waste. This
is important, since the indirect environmental effects caused by surrounding systems, such as energy and material production, often override the
direct impacts of the waste management system itself.
As stated in Section 3.3, it is often relevant to use the annual quantity
of waste in a geographical area as functional unit. Hence, the LCA is a
calculation of the environmental effects (emissions, use of natural resources, etc.) that are caused by the annual waste management in this
area. The functional unit can also be 1 tonne of waste treated, or 1 tonne
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of a specific waste stream, and in this case the LCA results present the
environmental effects per tonne of waste.
To calculate the environmental effects, it is necessary to collect environmental data on the technological processes and transports in the waste
management system. When the functional unit is annual waste management, data on annual emissions from different activities can typically be
added directly to calculate total, direct environmental effects of the waste
management system.
However, an LCA should also include the environmental effects arising outside the waste management system to the extent that they are
caused by this system. In other words, the LCA should include environmental effects caused by the production and transport of electricity, fuel,
materials and equipment used in the waste management system. As stated
above, and indicated in Figure 3.1, the LCA should also include the environmental effects that are avoided when energy and materials from the
waste management system reduce the need for producing energy and
materials elsewhere.
As a consequence of the broad perspective, an ideal LCA model includes environmental data from a very large number of activities. Simplifications are required to make the study feasible. The general rule is, of
course, to focus on getting good data on the activities that are most important for the total LCA results. The production of equipment (factories,
vehicles, etc.) is typically environmentally insignificant and can be excluded from the LCA (Lindfors et al. 2005). For many other activities, it
is sufficient to use data from literature or existing databases, which reduces the effort required for data collection.
A few methodological key issues are discussed in the following subsections:
identification of the material replaced through recycling,
choice between modelling average environmental performance or
marginal changes in production volume,
identification of the technology used for marginal electricity production,
identification of the heat production technologies that are replaced
through waste incineration,
identification of the source for marginal production of fuel,
choice of time horizon in the modelling of environmental effects from
landfills.
Further information on how to apply LCA on waste management systems
has been published, for example, by Finnveden (1999) and by Clift et al.
(2000).
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4.2.1 Alternative material production
If a material is recycled it often replaces other material, recycled or virgin, in new products. The environmental benefits depend strongly on
what material is replaced. The ideal method to account for this effect is to
expand the system under study to include the unit processes that are actually affected by an increase or reduction in the flow of recycled material
from the waste management system. In practice, it can be difficult to
identify what unit processes are actually affected by a change in this flow.
Recycled material (from our system) can replace material of the same
type, i.e. virgin material or recycled material (from other systems). It can
also replace completely different types of material or no material at all.
For example, printing paper can be recycled into new, recycled printing
paper or into other paper products such as tissue paper (downcycling).
Simplifications are required to make the methodology operational. The
discussion on simplifications presented in this section is based on Ekvall
& Weidema (2004).
– – – Life cycle investigated – – –

VI
Production of
virgin material

RI

UI

WI

Production
and use

Landfill/
Incineration

Recycling

Collection
for recycling

CI

Collection
for recycling

CO

X

Y
Recovered material
in the market (P)

D
RO

S

Recycling

Production of
virgin material

VO

Material in
other products
– – – Other life cycles – – –

Landfill/
Incineration

WO

Figure 4.1 A conceptual model of open-loop recycling through a market for recovered
material
Source: Ekvall (2000)

A first line of simplification is to assume that the recycled material
mainly substitutes virgin or recycled material of the same type. This assumption is, of course, valid unless the recycled material substitutes other
types of material. With this simplification, it is still necessary to establish
to what extent recycled material from our waste management system
replaces virgin material and to what extent it replaces recycled material
from other systems. The static, conceptual model in Figure 4.1 can be
used for this investigation. In this model, Y, X, D and S are flows of a
specific type of recovered material to and from the market for that recov-
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ered material, and P is the price of the recovered material. The environmental inputs and outputs of different parts of the life cycle investigated
are denoted VI, RI, UI, WI, and CI. The corresponding inputs and outputs
from other life cycles are denoted VO, RO, UO, WO, and CO.
If the amount of recycled material from our waste management system
is changed by ΔX, the effects on other life cycles can be calculated from
the price elasticity of supply and demand in the market for recovered
material. If X and Y are small compared to D and S, the price elasticity of
supply (ηS) and demand (ηD) respectively is:
(1)

ηS =

ΔS/S
ΔP/P

(2)

ηD =

ΔD/D
ΔP/P

The effects on the demand (ΔDX) and supply (ΔSX) of a change ΔX
can be calculated as follows, (Ekvall 2000):
(3)

ΔDX ≈

ΔX ηD
ηD - ηS

(4)

ΔS X ≈

ΔX ηS
ηD - ηS

This elasticity approach requires that the relevant price elasticity values be identified. Values for price elasticity are generally identified
through the use of time series and econometric models. The price elasticity strongly depends on the time horizon of the study. In general, the price
elasticity is larger in a long-term perspective than in a short-term perspective since in the long-term perspective, decision-makers are able to adapt
to changes in the price when making investments. The price elasticity
also depends on, e.g., the collection schemes and the legislation in place
at that time and in that location. As a result, the price elasticity should
ideally be separately identified for the context of each individual CBA.
Unfortunately, this is not likely to be feasible. Instead, further simplifications are necessary.
For this second line of simplifications, several alternatives exist:
•

•

Use default values for the price elasticities, for example the values
that are presented by Palmer et al. (1997) and summarised by Ekvall (2000); these values can be inserted as ηS and ηD in equations
3 and 4 above to calculate estimates of how the flow of the material to and from other life cycles is affected,
Assume that the demand and supply are equally elastic (-ηD = ηS),
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•
•

Assume that the demand or the supply is completely inelastic (ηD
or ηS is zero),
Develop multiple scenarios based on different choices among the
above approaches.

The alternatives are shown in Figure 4.2.:
Real consequences

1st line of
simplifications

2nd line of
simplifications

Assume competition only with virgin
and recycled material of the same type

Assume
demand
unaffected
ηD = 0

Assume supply
and demand to be
equally affected
ff t d
−ηD = ηS

Assume
supply
unaffected
ηS = 0

Figure 4.2 Example of possible simplifications in modelling of recycling. Additional
alternatives for the second line of simplification are to use default values for the price
elasticities or to develop multiple scenarios based on different values for the price elasticities
Source: Ekvall & Weidema (2004)

The advantage of using default values is that the CBA utilises available
knowledge. The main danger lies in a sense of false security. The actual
elasticity in a particular recycling case can differ a great deal from the
default values. For the price elasticity for the supply of old newsprint,
literature includes estimates ranging from 0.06 to 1.70, (Palmer et al.
1997). This extremely large span is caused, at least to some extent, by
case specific factors such as the time horizon of the study and the time
and place where the material was collected for recycling.
As an alternative to using default values, it can be assumed that supply
and demand are roughly equally elastic. The consequence of such an
assumption is that 50% of the recovered material from the waste management system is assumed to replace material recovered from other life
cycles and the remaining 50% is a net increase in total recycling. With
this alternative approach, the CBA does not utilise all available knowledge, but it takes into account the fact that recycled material from the
system can replace virgin and recycled material from other systems. This
approach has been used for example for modelling the effect of PET recycling in an LCA on beverage packaging, (Ekvall et al. 1998).
The third option is to decide whether the supply or the demand is the
most inelastic and set this elasticity to zero. In a model based on this ap-
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proach, recovered material from the system investigated replaces only
virgin material or only material recovered from other systems. This approach might be easier to apply than the approaches above, because the
system investigated becomes less complicated. Ekvall et al. (1998) used
this approach to model the consequences of glass, steel and aluminium
recycling. This simplification will probably not affect the results significantly if the difference between the actual price elasticity of supply and
demand is large for the recovered material.
Apparently, there is large uncertainty in the price elasticity of supply
and demand. When this uncertainty appears significant for the conclusions of the CBA, it is recommended that this uncertainty is accounted for
through the use of different scenarios based on different assumptions
related to price elasticity.
4.2.2 Marginal vs. average data
Marginal and average data convey different and complementary types of
information. Marginal data represent how a small change in the output of
products and/or services from a system affects the environmental effects
from this system. To calculate marginal data, it is necessary to identify
the technology that is affected by a change in demand for the products
and/or services. Average data represent the average environmental effects
for producing a unit of products and/or services in the system. They are
calculated by dividing the total environmental effects from the system
with the total output of products and/or services.
Marginal and average data can both be used in environmental assessments for learning purposes as well as decision-making, (Ekvall et al.
2005). However, the CBA aims to estimate and monetise the effects of a
policy or project, and the choice of data should be consistent with this
aim. This, in many cases, implies the use of marginal figures; however,
Azapagic & Clift (1999) distinguish between marginal and discrete effects on an activity. Marginal effects are infinitesimal effects on production volume, reflecting the environmental effects of the technology affected by a marginal change. Discrete effects are substantial changes in
production volume or complete changes from one activity to another.
Substantial effects should be estimated using incremental data, (Azapagic
& Clift 1999). These are likely to depend on the scale of change, as seen
in Figure 4.3. Complete changes should be modelled using average data.
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Environmental
burdens (B)

Marginal
change

Substantial
change

Complete
change

Point of
operation

Production
volume (Q)

Figure 4.3 Marginal, substantial, and complete changes in a production process
Source: Azapagic & Clift (1999)

Most waste management policies and projects can be expected to have
marginal effects on the production of bulk materials (e.g., steel, aluminium, polyethylene) based on virgin or recovered raw material. They can
also be expected to have marginal effects on the production of most energy carriers: electricity, heavy fuel oil, petrol, etc., for which total production volume is very high. They can have substantial effects on part of
the waste management system and on the production of district heat (see
Section 4.2.4). They can, however, also cause complete changes in parts
of the waste management system, such as the initiation of a new system
for waste collection. This implies that the environmental assessment in
the CBA should ideally be based on:
•
•
•

average and incremental data for most of the waste management
system, depending on the expected effects of the project or policy,
incremental data for the production of district heat, and
marginal data for recycling processes as well as for most production
processes outside the waste management system.

Weidema et al. (1999) presented a five-step procedure for identifying
technologies affected by marginal changes. Each step essentially aims at
answering a single question:
•
•
•

What are the relevant time aspects?
Are specific processes or overall markets affected?
What is the trend in the market?
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For what technologies is the production volume flexible?
What technology is actually affected?

Regarding the first step, it is useful to distinguish between the long term
and short term. Long-term marginal data reflect the environmental effects
of the technology, if any, where the production capacity is affected by a
marginal change in demand. Short-term marginal data represent the technology where a marginal change affects the utilisation of existing production capacity. As indicated in Section 4.1, the long-term perspective is
probably relevant in most CBAs.
Despite the five-step procedure, the identification of marginal technologies - and the corresponding, marginal environmental data - is still
not always straightforward (Åström 2004). The identification of scaledependent incremental data can also be difficult. For these reasons, the
CBA practitioner often needs to use other data as approximations or substitutes for the ideal data.
4.2.3 Marginal electricity
Marginal electricity is electricity from power plants that are affected by a
change in electricity demand. In CBAs of waste management in the Nordic countries, the choice between marginal and average data is particularly important for electricity production. The CBA can include production of electricity that is used in the waste management systems and electricity used for producing materials that are replaced through recycling. It
can also include electricity production that is avoided through energy
recovery in the waste management system. The choice between marginal
and average data is important because of the large difference in environmental impact of average and marginal electricity production in the Nordic countries. The electricity mix includes hydropower in Norway and
Sweden as well as Swedish nuclear power. These technologies contribute
to the relatively small emissions to air of average Norwegian, Swedish
and Nordic electricity production. Marginal electricity production, on the
other hand, is typically argued to be based on fossil fuel and to result in
large emissions to air.
The specific case of marginal Nordic electricity production plays a
significant role in the Swedish energy debate. In this context, marginal
effects often denote short-term marginal effects only, i.e. effects that occur before the production capacity can be adapted to the change in electricity demand. With this narrow definition, marginal electricity in all
Nordic countries is currently produced by coal power, i.e., coal-fired
plants for separate electricity production, see for instance Werner (2001)
and ECON (2002a). In the future, the short-term marginal electricity is
likely to be produced by natural gas-fired plants with combined cycle
technology (Gustavsson & Börjesson 1998, Werner 2001). However, it
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has also been argued that the dismantling of a further nuclear reactor
would be compensated not only by coal power or natural gas but by a mix
containing, for example, hydropower and wind power as well as combined heat-and-power production (CHP) (Swedish National Energy Administration 2001). Such an analysis goes beyond the concept of shortterm marginal effects.
Frees & Weidema (1998) applied the five-step procedure described in
Section 4.2.2 to identify long-term marginal electricity, i.e., electricity
produced with a technology where the production capacity is affected by
a change in electricity demand. They concluded that long-term marginal
electricity in the Nordic countries will be produced either in new coalfired power plants or in new power plants fuelled by natural gas. However, Ekvall et al. (1998) argue that the long-term marginal technology
can be a mix of new plants for fossil fuel and existing Swedish nuclear
power plants, if the analysis takes into account that a change in electricity
demand might affect political decisions on the energy system.
Most or all of the above arguments are based on reasoning and cost
estimates for the different technologies. It is also possible to use a model
of the energy system and investigate how it reacts to an externally induced change in electricity demand or supply. Several energy system
models exist. For example, Mattsson et al. (2003) present Nelson, a dynamic optimising model of the production of electricity and district heat
in the Nordic countries. They use it to investigate how the energy system
reacts to a change in Nordic electricity demand or Swedish nuclear power
production. Such a model gives a more complete description of the consequences of using or delivering electricity, because it takes into account
effects on the utilisation of existing production facilities as well as effects
on investments in new production facilities. The results from Mattsson et
al. (2003) demonstrate that marginal electricity production in the Nordic
countries is complex in the sense that it involves several different energy
sources: natural gas, coal, wind power etc. The mix of technologies is
uncertain because it depends heavily on assumptions regarding uncertain
boundary conditions, future fuel prices etc. However, the results of
Mattsson et al. (2003) provide some basis for recommending what data to
use to model Nordic marginal electricity production:
As a first approximation, we recommend to assume that marginal
electricity is produced in combined heat-and-power or power plants utilising natural gas. Natural gas CHP is an important element in most of the
model results. The environmental performance of natural gas lies in between the environmental performance of coal and wind power in important aspects (notably CO2 and NOX emissions).
To reflect the uncertainty in marginal electricity production, this
guideline recommends the use of two extreme scenarios, for example
brown coal and nuclear power. These technologies are likely to have very
high and very low impact respectively, at least in terms of the environ-
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mental effects accounted for in an LCA and CBA. Brown coal power
would be the marginal technology in a scenario where a stagnation in electricity demand in northern Europe makes it possible to shut down such
power plants in Germany or Poland. Nuclear power would be the marginal
technology in a scenario where a change in electricity demand affects political decisions to close such power plants in Sweden or Germany.
4.2.4 Alternative heat production
Incineration is a widely used technology for waste management in Sweden and Denmark. Through waste incineration, energy in the waste is
utilised for production of district heat and, to some extent, electricity.
This energy recovery reduces the demand for other energy sources. The
environmental benefits of waste incineration depend heavily on what
energy sources are replaced, (Ekvall 1999), and this depends on the time
perspective of the study (Ekvall & Finnveden 2000).
Waste incineration plants require heavy investments (see for example
Table 4.4). On the other hand, operational costs for producing heat and
electricity from waste are low, because the cost of the fuel is below zero:
a gate fee is paid to dispose of the waste. This makes it reasonable to
assume that any installed waste incineration plant is used to its maximum
capacity, as long as the district heating system can use the energy delivered. A policy or project that results in more local, regional or national
waste being sent to waste incineration will not affect the utilisation of
waste incineration. Instead, the short-term effect will be that local, regional or national waste replaces other waste streams, possibly waste
from other countries that can be imported for incineration in the waste
management system. Waste that is displaced from the incinerator is likely
to end up in landfills (see Figure 4.4), because landfilling is the predominant option for waste management in several countries outside the Nordic
area. Thus, the environmental benefits of sending Nordic waste to incineration are insignificant in the short-term: it is not likely to increase energy recovery from waste incineration, but it is likely to increase landfilling in other countries and the associated environmental effects.
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Product
investigated

Other products

Incineration

Landfill

Figure 4.4 When waste incineration is restricted by incinerator capacity, the alternative
fuel is other waste flows that are likely to end up at landfills when displaced from the
waste incinerators
Source: Ekvall et al. (2006)

As previously stated, the long-term perspective is probably more relevant
in most CBAs. The long-term effect of sending more waste to incineration can be that the capacity for waste incineration increases. This is particularly probable for countries where landfilling of combustible waste is
prohibited by law.
When the capacity for waste incineration is expanded, additional energy in waste is utilised and replaces other energy sources. Electricity
produced from waste replaces marginal Nordic electricity production (see
Section 4.2.3). District heat will replace different energy sources in different district heating systems. In some cases, investments in waste incineration will replace investments in other technologies for baseload production of district heat, i.e, technologies with low or moderate operational
costs. In other cases, investments in waste incineration will reduce the
utilisation of existing plants for district heat production.
Sahlin et al. (2004) conclude that heat from Swedish waste incineration replaces mainly heat from biofuel (see Box 4.1). The effects of Danish waste incineration will be different, because the Danish heat production is predominantly based on fossil fuel. Ekvall et al. (1998) assume
heat from waste incineration to replace heat from individual Danish
household boilers using oil (60%) and natural gas (40%). Frees et al.
(2005) assume that heat and electricity from Danish waste incineration
replace heat and electricity from CHP plants with natural gas.
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Box 4.1 Example of investigation into alternative heat production
A rapid expansion of waste incineration currently takes place in Sweden. Sahlin et al. (2004) use a questionnaire and a model of the Swedish districtheating systems to investigate the effects of the expansion in Swedish waste
incineration that was planned five years ago. Their results indicate that expansion of waste incineration in Sweden replaces investments in district heat production from biofuel and in reduced utilisation of a mix of technologies. This
investigation is valid for assessing past plans for waste incineration. It is not
directly applicable for assessing projects and policies that affect future plans.
Still, the results of Sahlin et al. probably represent the best available knowledge on the long-term effects of Swedish waste incineration. Based on these
results, we recommend the following:
As a first approximation, assume that district heat from Swedish waste incineration replaces district heat produced from biofuel. Biofuel is the largest
single energy source for production of district heat in Sweden. This means
that it is used in many of the existing plants that will be affected by waste incineration. It is also expanding, and it is a baseload or midload technology,
which means that investments in this technology can be expected to compete
with investments in waste incineration.
As an alternative scenario or uncertainty analysis, assume that district heat
from Swedish waste incineration replaces a mix of technologies that coincides
with the results of Sahlin et al. (2004) that include the most fossil fuel: 62%
biofuel, 11% oil, 9% natural gas, 7% industrial waste heat, 6% heat pumps,
and 4% peat. The effects of any future expansion of waste incineration are likely to be in-between these two scenarios, since the use of biofuel continues
to expand.

For Norway the situation is different, as Norway has a very low incineration capacity and presently is exporting waste for combustion in Sweden.
A project or policy including combustion will always include expanded
incineration capacity, and the marginal energy source at a national scale
will be electricity 10 (but at a local or regional scale it can be other fuels,
and most likely fossil fuels), see for instance Ibenholt and Lindhjem
(2003) and ECON (2002b). This example, with the very differing situations in different countries, shows the importance of a thorough assessment of the context in which the policy or project are being implemented.
4.2.5 Marginal fuel
The previous section dealt with energy replaced by waste incineration.
However, it did not account for the fact that fuel displaced by waste in a
district heating system might, in turn, replace another fuel elsewhere in
the energy system. Biofuel that is not used to produce district heat in
Sweden might, for instance, replace part of the coal in Danish or German

10

Electricity is the main heating source in Norway, see www.ssb.no
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power plants. If the demand for fuel in marginal electricity production is
reduced, this fuel might also be used elsewhere.
It is reasonable to assume that fuel that is ultimately replaced in the
energy system is the marginal fuel, i.e., the most expensive fuel. In a
similar way, any fuel use in the waste management system can be assumed to affect the production of marginal fuel. Unfortunately, the identification of marginal fuel is difficult.
Frees et al. (2005) argue that marginal fuel in Sweden is fossil fuel
and assume it to be 50% oil and 50% natural gas. Gustavsson et al.
(2006) also assume that it is a fossil fuel, with the uncertainty ranging
from natural gas to coal. The basis for this assumption is the argument
that all available biofuel will be used in the effort to reduce climate
change. Most biofuel is also byproducts from forestry and agriculture.
This means that the production of biofuel does not mainly depend on the
demand for biofuel but on the demand for other products from forests and
farms. If the production of biofuel is inflexible, and all available biofuel
is needed to fight climate change, the only alternative available to cover
an increase in fuel demand is fossil fuel. Hence, the marginal fuel is a
fossil fuel, and any energy recovered from waste will reduce the extraction and use of fossil fuel.
However, a discussion of the policy against climate change can also
result in the opposite conclusion. As a result of the Kyoto protocol, the
Nordic countries and the EU have accepted a limit on their emissions of
fossil CO2. This limit will decide the level of fossil CO2 emissions and
restrict the use of fossil fuel. If the policy or project results in increased
CO2 emissions in the waste management sector, the CO2 emissions need
to be reduced in another sector or, through flexible mechanisms, in another country. There will be no net change in total CO2 emissions, only a
change in the costs required to meet the CO2 target. Unless CO2 sequestration and storage is available, the same is likely to hold for fossil fuel:
the use of fossil fuel will not be affected by marginal changes in the fuel
demand. Instead, any change in fuel demand will be met by changes in
the production of biofuel.
And the production of biofuel can, to some extent, adapt to changes in
demand. The extraction of stamps and boughs after forest cuttings can be
affected by the price of biofuel. Forestry machines are frequently reprogrammed to change the share of each tree that becomes sawmill logs,
pulpwood, and fuel. The production of biofuel from forests can also
change fairly rapidly through changes in thinning activities. In the midterm perspective, production of biofuel can increase through the establishment of energy plantations. In the very long-term, the production of
biofuel from forests can increase significantly through fertilisation and
other measures to increase forest growth (Ivarsson 2004). This discussion
indicates that biofuel is the marginal fuel and that any energy recovered
from waste will reduce the production and use of biofuel.
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Studies of marginal fuel can be made using energy system models
such as MARKAL-Nordic (Unger 2003), RAMSES (DEA 2006), or
BALMOREL (2001). Such models can give detailed insights into how
the energy system might react to a change in fuel consumption. However,
the results from such models will depend strongly on the boundary conditions and input data, and these will, in turn, depend on assumptions and
argumentation similar to the discussion above.
It is possible that further analysis and discussion can clarify the issue
regarding what the marginal fuel is. Until then, a CBA does not gain from
making simple assumptions on how the fuel markets are affected by the
waste management system. Most LCAs exclude this third-order effect,
and for the time being it is recommended to exclude it also from CBAs. If
so, the CBA will include only the production and use of fuels that are
actually used in the waste management system and the production and
use of fuels that are directly replaced by energy from the waste management system.
4.2.6 Time horizon of landfill emissions
Emissions from most processes occur immediately when the process is
active. Deposition at landfill is different in that the emissions from landfills occur over many years after the deposition. Figure 4.5 illustrates how
methane emissions from biodegradable waste that is deposited at landfill
in year 1 continues for several decades, although at an exponentially decreasing rate. In this simplified illustration, the decay rate varies from
material to material; where the methane emission from food waste is
halved in four years, the emission from wood is halved in 23 years
(Skovgaard et al. 2006). Methane emissions do not begin when the waste
is deposited, but some time afterwards (Finnveden et al. 1996; ECON
2000). The actual rate of emissions will also depend on the local conditions in the landfill: waste composition, precipitation, temperature, etc.
Emissions from landfill to water also occur over several years. Finnveden (1996) estimates that metals which are landfilled will eventually be
fully emitted through leachate from the landfill. If 1 kg of lead is deposited at the landfill, 1 kg of lead is eventually emitted; however, the environmental impact of metals emissions depends not only on the quantity
emitted but also on the concentration of the pollutant. A slow leaching
process is likely to have much less impact than a sudden emission of 1 kg
of lead.
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Figure 4.5 Example of methane emissions evolution over time using a first-order decay
model
Note: The degradation of 1kg of different waste materials is presented, each material having a specific organic content and
degradation rate (represented by the half-life degradation times, which are food: 4 years, garden waste: 7 years, paper
waste: 12 years, wood: 23 years.
Source: Skovgaard et al. (2006)

Should the CBA account for all emissions from the deposited waste, regardless of how far into the future the emissions occur? In his handbook
on LCA, Guinée (2002) recommends LCA practitioners to distinguish
between controlled and uncontrolled landfills. Uncontrolled landfills are
not an option for Nordic waste, but uncontrolled landfills in other countries might be included in the CBA if it accounts for waste flows across
national borders. For waste deposited at controlled landfills, Guinée
(2002) recommends that an LCA should include emissions of organic
substances during the first 200 years. All emissions of inorganic substances, such as metals, should be included regardless of when they occur. If waste is deposited at uncontrolled landfills, Guinée recommends
that no emissions from the landfill are included in the LCA. Instead the
waste as such should be recorded as an emission.
If this method is used in a CBA there is a risk that the monetisation of
waste as an emission does not fully reflect the impact of the substances
leaching from the waste. An uncontrolled landfill typically causes much
more severe leachate and air emissions compared to a controlled landfill.
If the monetisation does not fully account for this impact, the results
might wrongfully indicate that deposition in an uncontrolled landfill is
environmentally superior to a controlled landfill. To avoid this risk, it is
recommended that the CBA practitioner uses the same method for all
landfills, and accounts for the actual leachates into the natural surround-
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ings 11. One possibility is to include organic emissions during the first 200
years and all inorganic emissions whenever they occur.

11

Leachates being caught in a controlled landfill and treated in a secure manner should not be included in the CBA.
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5. Monetary valuation
In principle, all the effects identified in the inventory should be assigned
a monetary value. In this chapter it is discussed how to estimate the social
costs and benefits of a project. The chapter is divided into two sections:
in the first section valuation of marketed goods and services, i.e. goods
that are traded in a market and hence have a market price, are discussed.
The second section discusses valuation of goods that are normally not
traded in a market, and where a market price does not exists. The latter
includes environmental benefits.

5.1 Marketed goods and services
The project or policy being analysed will induce investment/capital and
operational costs (both fixed and variable), as well as generate income
from produced goods or services (for instance energy or recycled materials). These are costs and receipts that are normally included in a financial
analysis of private costs for a project or investment plan. These resources
should also be included in a CBA, but not necessarily in the same manner
and with the same costs as in a private analysis. As stated in Chapter 2,
CBA is supposed to account for the social costs and benefits, which is
why private costs usually have to be adjusted in order to show the social
costs. The social benefit is expressed as the affected people’s willingnessto-pay for these benefits whereas the costs are expressed as the opportunity costs, i.e., the value the resources used would have received in the
best alternative use.
Some guidelines recommend that the analysis of social costs starts
with a straightforward financial analysis, and that the market prices in
this analysis thereafter are converted to shadow prices, i.e. the price that
reflects the opportunity cost, e.g. CEC (2003b). Other guidelines recommend that the effects are expressed in physical units (e.g. km, m3 or manhours) and that these effects are directly valued at their social costs (e.g.
Norwegian Ministry of Finance 2005). What method to choose is partly a
question about available data and the resources set aside for the CBA. In
many cases it is likely that a financial analysis of the policy or project in
question already exists, and that this can be used as the basis for the social cost analysis.
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5.1.1 Private costs
Private costs are the costs for use of marketed resources in all the stages
identified in the process inventory. For a waste management policy or
project this might typically include:
1. Households: costs for water and energy use for cleaning the waste
streams, and the cost of storage systems. In case of a bring system the
households may have costs for transporting the waste to bring banks
or civic recycling centres. The calculation of private costs should not
include the leisure time spent for handling the waste or the costs of
the space used (see Section 5.1.9). Moreover, it should not include
the waste fees paid to the actor collecting and treating the waste,
which is a transfer within the waste management system (see below).
2. Collection of the waste stream: includes transport and labour costs, and
investment in and maintenance of containers and transport equipment.
3. Treatment of the waste stream: includes labour and other operational
costs, as well as investments in the treatment plant and facilities.
4. Income from the recycled fraction or the energy produced.
5. Other costs: this might be costs for the owner of a building, if this is
not the same as the household (for instance investments in storage system, costs for maintenance of the waste area (e.g. bring bank area or
civic recycling centre), and public administration costs of the system
(not included in stages 2 or 3).
5.1.2 Distinction between real costs and transfers
It is important to distinguish between the real economic effects and pure
transfers of money. Pure transfers have no net effect in a social cost
analysis, and should therefore not be included in the calculation. For example, person A giving EUR 100 to person B, meaning that B has a gain
of EUR 100 while A loses the same amount, will not change the net benefits for society as a whole. The same applies if person A pays EUR 100 to
the municipality for the waste management services. Waste management
fees, or user charges, are not real social costs as such, but they can of
course affect the behaviour of the actors (households, companies, etc.)
and thereby cause real economic effects (they can for instance affect the
amount of waste managed through the municipal system). Hence, the
waste fee or user charge should not be included in the CBA calculation,
but it could be noted in a “side account” in order to identify distributional
effects of the policy or project being analysed.
5.1.3 Calculating shadow prices
As mentioned above social costs and benefits are expressed in shadow
prices. For a good or resource that is traded in a well functioning market,
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i.e. a market without distortions, the shadow price is equal to the market
price. The price of the resource in such a market is determined by equilibrium between demand and supply, i.e., where the willingness-to-pay for
one extra unit of the resource is equal to the cost of producing this unit.
Markets can be distorted by external effects 12, taxes, imperfect competition, and disequilibrium like unemployment. Some of these effects are
discussed below, along with some other important considerations when
calculating social costs.
In distorted markets the market price does not reflect the social cost or
benefits. Therefore, the market price has to be corrected in order to estimate the shadow price. For a more thorough discussion of social costs in
a CBA, see for example US EPA (2000), Norwegian Ministry of Finance
(1997), Danish Ministry of Finance (1999) and Londero (2003).
It is, however, important to be aware that it may be difficult to correct
the market price so that it reflects social costs. It may thus be appropriate
to perform this correction only if the market distortions are believed to be
of importance (Norwegian Ministry of Finance 2005).
5.1 4 Shadow prices and taxes
Choosing what shadow price to use for taxed input factors is not straightforward in a CBA, and this issue or problem is treated differently in various guidelines as shown in Table 5.1. Taxes on input factors and other
goods create a wedge between the willingness-to-pay and the opportunity
cost for these products, and this wedge should be accounted for in a CBA.
The Norwegian Ministry of Finance recommends different approaches
to correct for this tax wedge, based on whether the production activities
take place in a sheltered sector or a sector exposed to competition. For
public production exposed to competition from private production the
Norwegian guidelines recommend that the prices used for input factors in
the private production are also used in public production (that is inclusive
the same taxes that are used in calculations for private production). For
public monopolies, i.e., where there is no competition from private producers, the price for input factors should be exclusive of all taxes and
duties.
The Danish Ministry of Finance recommends using a method called
the accounting price method to correct for the tax wedge. Here, a socalled net-duty factor 13 is used to reflect the difference between market
12
The main external effect in a CBA for waste management is environmental costs and benefits.
These goods are normally not traded in an ordinary market, and the social costs and benefits will
have to be estimated by using other methods. This issue is discussed in Chapter 5.2.
13
This net-duty factor is calculated as the proportion between gross domestic product (GDP) at
market prices (measured as the sum of all private and government consumption of goods and services, private domestic investments and the difference between exports and imports of goods and
services) and gross domestic income (GDP at factor prices), measured as the sum of income earned
by those providing the factors of production (i.e. wages, salaries, rent, interest and profit. See Møller
et al. (2000).
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prices (including all taxes and duties) and factor prices (market price of
input factors exclusive of reimbursed taxes and duties). 14 For Denmark
this net-duty factor is equal to 1.17 for domestically traded goods, and
1.25 for internationally traded goods (Møller et al. 2000).
In Norwegian Ministry of Finance (1997) the issue of using a weight
such as the net-duty factor is discussed, but the guideline recommends,
partly due to the need for simple rules, using the same prices in the public
and private sector as the shadow price is a sufficient estimate.
Table 5.1

Shadow prices and taxes
Public monopoly

Competitive production

Labour

Market wage incl. taxes and employers' contribution * net-duty factor

Market wage incl. taxes and Market wage incl. taxes and
employers' contribution
employers' contribution

Input
factors

Market price excl. reimbursed taxes * Price excl. taxes, but incl. taxes Price incl. the same taxes as in
net-duty factor
correcting for external effects
the private sector

Source: Møller et al. (2000) and Norwegian Ministry of Finance (1997)

In 1999, the Swedish Institute for Transport and Communications Analysis (SIKA 1999) issued a guide for cost-benefit analyses in the transport
sector. This guide - which was made after a large project (ASEK) concerning socio-economic analytical methods in which also the Swedish
Ministry of Finance was involved – recommends using a tax factor that
“takes into consideration that resources that are taken into use have a
value determined by the amount, which the consumers are willing to pay
for the lost consumption goods”. The tax factor is set at the value of 1.23.
Thus, the factor is added to the costs in factor prices in order to consider
the value (expressed as willingness-to-pay for consumer goods) that the
production factors alternatively could have created. This tax factor is
more or less equivalent to the net-duty factor in Møller et al. (2000) and
COWI (2002).
A general recommendation is to use the same method as other CBAs
in the country the analysis is performed for (e.g. as presented here for
Norway, Denmark and Sweden). If no national guideline exists the
method recommended by the Norwegian Ministry of Finance is probably
the “simplest” alternative. Using different approaches in different countries will make comparison of CBAs between countries more difficult,
but since a CBA normally has a national perspective and is being used to
compare different national options or policies it would probably be more
erroneous to use different methods for CBAs within in one country, than
using different methods in different countries.
As an example, calculation of the shadow price according to the Danish guideline, Møller et al. (2000), is shown in Table 5.2. The example is
shown for incineration and is based on the inventory in Table 4.3.

14

Gross domestic income is equal to gross domestic product minus all taxes plus subsidies paid
at all levels of production.
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Table 5.2 Example: calculation of the shadow price for incineration in Denmark
(excluding environmental effects)
Resource use

Unit price

Net-duty
factor

DKK/unit

Amount incinerated

483,000

Tonnes

2 bn
25
700 mill
40

DKK
Years
DKK
Years

Shadow price

DKK/unit

Mill DKK

Capital cost

Investment incineration plant
- lifetime
Investment machinery
- lifetime
Total capital cost
Operational cost

0.0874*

1.21

0.1

211.58

0.0733*

1.21

0.085

62.05
273.62

Labour

- staff
- pensions

149
3,000,000

Men
DKK

315.436
1

1.17
1.17

369.060
1.17

54.99
3.51

3,000
2,000,000
390

Tonnes
DKK
Tonnes

333
1
1,282

1.17
1.25
1.25

390
1.25
1,603

1.17
2.50
0.63

42,300
256,000
526
1,000,000

MWh
m3
m3
DKK

240
1.95
950.52
1

1.25
1.25
1.25
1.25

300
2.44
1,211
1.25

12.69
0.63
0.63
1.25

13,000,000
9,000,000
10,000,000
2,000,000
8,000,000
10,000,000
44,000,000
5,000,000

DKK
DKK
DKK
DKK
DKK
DKK
DKK
DKK

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1.17
1.17
1.17
1.17
1.17
1.17
1.17
1.17

15,000
107,000

Tonnes
Tonnes

445
158

1.17
1.17

Raw materials

- Lime
- Chemicals
- Lye
Energy

- Electricity
- Natural gas
- Oil
- Peak load
Other

- environmental control
- administration
- maintenance peak load
-R&D
- pre-treatment and transport
- consultancy etc.
Maintenance machinery
Maintenance buildings
Total operational cost

15.21
10.53
11.70
2.34
9.36
11.70
51.48
5.85
196.15

Management of residues

Landfill
Recycling
Total management of residues

521
185

Total cost, mill DKK
Total cost per tonne incinerated, DKK

7.82
19.80
27.61
497.39
1,030

Revenue from production

Production of electricity
Production of heat
Total revenue
Net cost incineration, total
Net cost incineration, DKK per tonne

115,300
953,000

MWh
MWh

234
169

1.25
1.17

293
198

33.73
188.44
222.16
275.23
570

Note: * The unit price of capital is the amortization factor multiplied with a factor that represents the alternative rate of return on investment, Møller (2001). For further explanation see Strandmark et al. (2002a, 36 and 71ff). The net-duty factor
of 1.21 is an average of the factor for domestically produced goods (1.17) and factor for imported goods (1.25).
Source: Damgaard (2003) and Strandmark et al. (2002a)
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5.1.5 Internalising taxes
The section above holds for taxes that are being used to generate revenue
for the authorities and that create a wedge (or market distortion) between
the price the buyer of a good or service pays and the income the producer
of this good or service receives. For environmental taxes that are implemented in order to internalise an external effect (that is, to correct for a
market distortion) there should be no tax wedge correction, i.e., there is
no need for using a net-duty factor or similar as described above.
If these environmental taxes are believed to be a good estimate of the
actual damage, they can be used as a proxy for the environmental cost,
but then estimates for these external effects should not be included in the
separate analysis of external effects, as this would be to double-count for
the environmental damages. This can be illustrated with the Norwegian
charge for emission to air from combustion of waste: in a Norwegian
CBA there is a choice between either including this charge in the cost for
combustion, or excluding the charge and use other estimates for the external costs from the emission to air, but one cannot use both the charge
and have a separate estimate for external costs.
5.1.6 Imperfect competition
In a market with imperfect competition, e.g. a monopoly, the market price
will not reflect the true opportunity cost. Hence, it could be argued that
the market prices should be adjusted for the monopoly profit. However, it
can be difficult to identify and quantify the monopoly profit, and as a
result most guidelines recommend using the market price as the shadow
price. An additional argument for using the market price is that the government should not, as a principle, reward monopoly profit by using a
lower shadow price thereby generating a larger demand than the market
would have done (Danish Ministry of Finance 1999).
5.1.7 Labour and unemployment
In general, the opportunity costs for labour should be the market wage,
inclusive taxes and employers’ contribution. However, for some projects
or policies it could be argued that the alternative for some, or all, employed is unemployment. For these people the market wage is not the true
social cost, but rather the so-called reservation wage which is equal to the
value of (leisure) time the unemployed has to give up. In most instances it
can be difficult to see whether the alternative for the people who are actually employed in the project is unemployment. Most guidelines therefore
recommend that the market wage is used as the shadow price for labour,
and that this principle is only adjusted if the project or policy is especially
targeted towards long-term unemployed or certain geographical areas
with high unemployment rates.
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5.1.8 Financing projects and policy (marginal cost of public funds)
How the policy or public project is financed can have consequences for
the CBA. If the project results in a marketable product, then the income
from this can be enough to finance the project (i.e., that the project is
privately profitable), but for many public projects this is not relevant or
feasible. A project can be socially profitable but still give a large financial
deficit. Whether the public sector finances this deficit by user charges or
general taxes is of importance. Both user charges and general taxes can
give an efficiency loss (deadweight costs or marginal cost of public
funds, MCPF), because they create a wedge between private and social
costs. 15 The tax cost for using general taxes to finance the policy/project
will probably differ between countries but not between projects/policies
in the same country. For Norway the tax cost is estimated to be 20%, and
this figure is also applied by the Danish Ministry of Finance and the Government Institute for Economic Research in Finland. SIKA estimates a
(second) tax factor for Sweden 16, which “takes into consideration that the
increase in the tax revenues marginally gives rise to losses in welfare e.g.
through individuals not working in their most effective occupations”.
This factor has a value of 1.30, see SIKA (1999).
User charges that do not reflect the user costs, i.e., where there is no
direct link between the costs the user actually inflicts and the charge the
user has to pay, will also create a wedge between social and private costs,
that is a deadweight cost. 17 This deadweight cost is project specific, and
must be calculated separately for each project.
User charges, in the form of waste fees, are used to finance many
waste policies. For most purposes it can be assumed that user charges are
set to reflect the actual costs, and hence there is no need to adjust for the
tax costs. If this for some reason should not be the case, the costs financed through the public budget should be “charged” with a tax cost.
5.1.9 Valuation of householders’ time and space
Time
There is no consensus on how to monetise the time spent on source separation in households. One method is to set the value of the leisure time of
citizens equal to the full salary cost, including tax. The salary cost reflects
15
A simple example of this efficiency loss is if person A is willing to perform a service for person B for EUR 100 and B is willing to pay EUR 110 for this service, then both will benefit from this
transaction. But if A has a marginal tax equal to 50% he will only get EUR 55 of the EUR 110 person
B is willing to pay, and thus the transaction will not take place and the potential gain of EUR 10 will
not be realised.
16
In addition to the tax factor of 1.23 mentioned in section on shadow prices and taxes.
17
A commonly used example is a toll system for financing a road, and where the toll is independent of actual traffic and congestions. If there are no congestions the marginal cost for an extra
vehicle is more or less negligible, and hence there will be no connection between the price the driver
has to pay (the toll) and the actual cost he inflicts. The road will be used less than what is optimal,
resulting in a social loss. The toll also inflicts administrative costs.
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the value of the time for employers: this is what the marginal employer is
prepared to pay for the time of citizens (Brännlund 2001). Another
method is to set the value of the leisure time equal to the net salary, excluding tax. The net salary can be described as reflecting the value of the
time for employees: this is what the marginal employee is prepared to
accept working for. However, both of these methods are based on the
assumption that each hour spent on household chores means one hour less
is available on the employment market. This is not true for students, retired people and unemployed. It is probably also not true for most citizens
working full time.
A different approach is to estimate how much it would be worth for
consumers to avoid spending time on source separation. Here, time is
treated as a non-marketed good and the value of the time is identified
through WTP methods. Radetzki (1999) assumed that the WTP to avoid
spending time on source separation is similar to the WTP to avoid household duties in general. This, in turn, is set to nearly EUR 7 per hour,
based on an official estimate of what is paid for assistance for household
duties.
It is reasonable for two reasons to assume that the WTP to avoid
source separation on average is lower than the estimate by Radetzki:
•
•

the minority that pays for such assistance is likely to have less time
and more money than the average population, and
source separation is perceived as more meaningful than other
household duties (Dengsøe 2003).

Bruvoll et al. (2002) interviewed 1,162 Norwegian residents to investigate the time required and the WTP to have someone else separating the
waste streams. Responses varied greatly between individuals: 27% preferred to separate the waste themselves, even if the cost for having someone else do it was zero; 35% had a WTP equal to zero; 6% had a WTP
over USD 111 per year. The average response was USD 20 per year or 39
US cents per hour, which is considerably lower than the estimate by
Radetzki.
The response of the 27% who preferred to separate the waste themselves was set at zero when Bruvoll et al. calculated the average result of
USD 20 per year. It seems reasonable to interpret a stated preference to
separate the waste as a negative WTP rather than a WTP equal to zero.
This indicates that the average WTP is actually less than USD 20 per
year.
The average result of 39 US cents per hour was calculated using the
annual WTP and the estimated annual time spent on source separation.
Both of these figures are likely to be overestimated (see previous paragraph and Section 4.1.3) and the uncertainty of the result is large.
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Berglund (2006) did a study similar to Bruvoll et al. by sending a
questionnaire to 850 residents in Piteå in Sweden. The results were also
quite consistent with the study by Bruvoll et al.: the average response was
USD 25 per year or 38 US cents per hour. The risks of overestimations
were similar in this study, compared to the study by Bruvoll et al. The
fact that only one third of the 850 residents stated their WTP also contributes to the uncertainty in the results of Berglund.
Based on the results presented by Bruvoll et al. and by Berglund, a
best estimate for the average WTP to avoid source separation is approximately EUR 0.3 per hour. As should be clear from the above, the uncertainty in this estimate is large.
Since the WTP varies greatly between different individuals (Bruvoll et
al. 2002), it is reasonable to use different time-costs in a CBA depending
on the purpose of the study. The average WTP of 0.3 Euro per hour might
be a valid value in a study designed to assess the costs and benefits of the
current source separation schemes as a whole.
If the purpose is to assess a moderate increase or reduction in the
separation and recycling target, a higher estimate of the external cost is
reasonable. A change in the recycling target would probably have little
effect on the source separation of the most motivated individuals. Instead,
it would affect persons that are slightly more reluctant to participate in
the source separation schemes.
If the CBA aims at assessing a radical increase in the collection and
recycling rates, the WTP increases greatly. A radical increase in the
source separation rate requires the involvement of individuals and households with little interest in the environment and/or waste management. As
illustrated by the high-end results from Bruvoll et al. (2002), the cost for
the time those persons spend on source separation can be very high.
A third approach is to account for the marketed as well as the nonmarketed aspects of time. This requires information on what share of the
source separation time would be spent at work. No such data are easily
available. However, less than half of the Nordic population is currently
employed - most of the remainder are children, students, or retired people. In the light of the large uncertainty, Ekvall & Bäckman (2001) assumed that 3–30% of the time spent on source separation would otherwise be spent at work, and that the average salary cost is approximately
EUR 20 per hour. Based on these assumptions, the cost of the marketed
share of source separation time can be calculated to be EUR 0.6–6 per
hour.
Given that 3–30% of source separation time would otherwise be spent
at work, 70–97% of the time is a reduction in the leisure time available
for other activities. The non-marketed part of the time cost stems from
this reduction.
Using the non-marketed cost estimate of EUR 0.3 per hour (see
above) and the marketed cost of EUR 0.6–6 per hour, the average total
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cost for the time currently spent on source separation is EUR 0.9–6 per
hour, where most of the cost and uncertainty lies in the assumption that
3–30% of the time spent on source separation would otherwise be spent
at work.
Space in households
When storage space in kitchens is a limited resource, the space required
for storing separate waste streams may be considered an external cost
(see Section 4.1.4). For example, Ekvall & Bäckman (2001) assume the
external value of floor space to be equal to the actual cost and assumes
this to be SEK 800 (EUR 85) per m2 and year for Sweden. Given the
assumptions that storage requires 0.06 m2 per waste stream and intrudes
on the floor space in 20% of households, the annual cost of the floor
space is: 0.2 * 0.06 * 85 = 1 EUR per waste stream per household.
Ekvall & Bäckman (2001) estimated the uncertainty in this value to be
of a factor 2. Figures that are more up to date, accurate and/or valid for
other Nordic countries might be available from other sources.

5.2 Valuation of environmental benefits and costs
External effects consist of several types of effects: emissions and discharges to air and water, noise, traffic congestion, disamenity, etc.
The environmental effects caused by policies cannot readily be measured and compared to effects which are directly valued in markets.
Economists try to value non-market benefits, such as environmental
benefits and costs, in order to be able to compare all effects of a project.
Even if the valuation of benefit and cost streams of certain policies is
often fraught with methodological and practical difficulties, it is usually
better to include an uncertain estimation rather than leaving it out of the
CBA altogether. A decision made without a measure of the value of environmental effects, will implicitly assign a value to these effects. Therefore, most CBA guidelines recommend that environmental costs and
benefits should be included explicitly in the CBA, and as far as possible
measured in monetary terms (e.g. US EPA 2000, Norwegian Ministry of
Finance 1997, 2005).
The major environmental effects of waste management, from generation to the point where the waste is recycled, incinerated or landfilled, are
emissions and discharges to air and water from the different waste treatment options and emissions to air from transport. The environmental
effects include effects on health and ecosystems. Waste may also be considered a resource, as recycling and incineration will generate an output
(materials or energy) that can substitute virgin raw materials and fossil
energy. The environmental gain herefrom should also be included in the
CBA as discussed in Section 4.2. Emissions and discharges are assumed
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to be the most important effects from waste management, which is why it
has been decided to concentrate on these external effects in this guideline.
5.2.1 Total Economic Value
The concept of Total Economic Value (TEV) is a conceptual framework
for keeping track of the wide range of complex and interrelated physical
and value flows involved in valuing the natural environment, see also
Eftec/DEFRA (2006). It reflects the use humans make of the natural environment, that is use value, and the value humans may attribute to it unrelated to their current or future use, the so called non-use value.
Use value involves some interaction with the resource, either directly
or indirectly. Direct use value reflects the use of a resource in either a
consumptive way (e.g. the fishing industry and agriculture) or a nonconsumptive way (e.g. rambling). Indirect use value reflects the benefits
individuals gain from ecosystem services supported by a resource rather
than actually using it (e.g. watershed protection for flood mitigation, cycling processes for agriculture or carbon sequestration).
Non-use value refers to benefits arising from the knowledge that the
natural environment is maintained. By definition, non-use value is not
associated with any use of the resource or tangible benefit derived from
it, although users of a resource might also attribute a non-use value to it.
Non-use value can be split into three basic components; Altruistic value
which reflects the knowledge that contemporaries can enjoy the goods
and services the natural environment provides; Bequest value reflects the
knowledge that the natural environment will be passed on to future generations; and Existence value which reflects the satisfaction of knowing
that ecosystems continue to exist, regardless of any use made of them by
oneself or others now or in future. The latter component is associated
with the environment’s “intrinsic value”.
A third category, not immediately associated with use or non-use
value is the option value. This value reflects the benefit an individual
derives from having the option to make use of some aspect of the natural
environment in the future, even though he or she does not currently plan
to make such use. Quasi-option value is a related value associated with
avoiding or delaying irreversible decisions, where technological and
knowledge improvements can alter the optimal management of a natural
resource. It is particularly relevant to the precautionary principle. A
common example is the potential for genetic information in biodiversity
to be used for creating pharmaceuticals or improved crop varieties.
5.2.2 Methods for valuation
The main principle when valuing environmental costs or benefits is people’s willingness-to-pay (WTP) for avoiding these costs or gaining the
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benefits. This principle is based on the thesis that WTP expresses the
social value of any good or service, see Section 5.1 and Chapter 2.
There is a large amount of literature and a significant number of case
studies dealing with various monetary valuation methods. For comprehensive coverage and more detailed discussion of how to use the methodologies see for instance Pearce & Markandaya (1989), Pearce (1993),
Constanza, et al. (1997), Garrod & Willis (1999), Freeman (2003) and
Eftec/DEFRA (2006).
Table 5.3 Different methods for valuation of environmental effects
Demand curve approaches:
Revealed preference

Hedonic pricing
Travel costs
(Avertive behaviour, Defensive expenditure)

Stated preferences

Contingent valuation
Conjoint analysis (Choice experiments, Contingent ranking/rating)

Market valuation of physical effects

Dose-response approach
Replacement cost method
(Human capital approach)

Non-demand curve approaches

Clean-up cost
Avoidance cost
Abatement cost
(Linked environmental values)

Source: Cowi (2000)

The different methods for valuation of environmental effects can be categorised according to different criteria. In this guideline the categorisation
in COWI (2000) is applied and presented in Table 5.3. Below is given a
short description of these methods.
The various methods will often give different results. This reflects the
fact that they measure different value components (use value, non-use
value etc.). It also indicates that estimates of environmental value (benefits or costs) are uncertain. This uncertainty can be caused by lack of
knowledge about short and/or long-term negative effects, and difficulties
in assessing how people and authorities value these effects or how much
they are willing to pay to avoid negative effects. The costs are also likely
to change over time due to changes in willingness-to-pay. It is plausible
that increased income and increased scarcity of environmental goods will
give higher WTP for the environment in the future, and hence the WTP
ought to be adjusted over the time horizon of the project or policy studied. The cost of an effect, such as a certain emission, can be dependent on
either the size of the actual effect or the “background” values for the
emission. This is due to the existence of threshold values where emissions over a certain level are more harmful than below this threshold.
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5.2.3 Revealed preferences
Hedonic pricing methods
The hedonic pricing method estimates the value of a non-market good by
examining the relationship between the non-market good and the demand
for some market priced complementary good (Freeman 1993). The most
commonly used method is the hedonic pricing property approach, which
is based on the fact that the price of a property is determined, in part, by
the specific characteristics of the property’s structure, location and environs. It is reasonable to assume that environmental goods and services
such as landscape amenity, noise and air quality may be included in these
characteristics. A property which features higher levels of desirable environmental characteristics will presumably command a higher market
price than a similar property with lower levels of those same characteristics.
The method estimates the direct use value component of total economic value, and it is grounded firmly in the principles of economic theory, relying on the derivation of demand curves and elasticity estimates.
It provides a basis for estimating the value of a wide range of environmental characteristics, especially on localised and site specific impacts,
e.g. the effect of road traffic noise, or the impact of waste facilities etc.
However, the method is less applicable to environmental goods/bads
which are not typically perceived by the buyer, such as chemical hazard,
radiation, etc.
An advantage of the hedonic pricing method, and revealed preference
techniques as such, is the use of actual market data. The main disadvantage is the requirement for large amounts of data and specialist econometric expertise.
Travel costs
The travel cost method uses the cost incurred by individuals travelling to
reach a site, and the costs of staying at the site (for a certain amount of
time), as a proxy for the recreational value of that site. The method estimates the direct (often non-consumptive) use value component of total
economic value.
Travel costs include both actual travel expenditure (e.g. petrol, fares,
accommodation, food, etc) and the value of time, valued at the opportunity cost for this time (see the discussion about valuation of time use in
Section 5.4). The collection of data is done through surveys among visitors to a site. In addition to collecting appropriate data, the method also
requires econometric expertise, and it can take a long time to perform,
especially if data have to be collected over a whole year in order to account for seasonal variations in visitor patterns and number.
The method provides estimates of the use value derived from welldefined recreational sites, or separable, well-perceived environmental or
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cultural attributes within such a site. For typical waste projects/policies
this kind of environmental good is not of central importance.
5.2.4 Stated preferences
Contingent valuation (CV)
The contingent valuation method is a survey-based approach to valuing
non-market environmental goods and services. The approach entails the
construction of a hypothetical, or “simulated”, market via a questionnaire
methodology where respondents answer questions concerning what they
are willing to pay - or willing to accept (WTA) as compensation - for a
specified environmental change.
The method can be used to estimate the total economic value of an
environmental good or service, i.e. both use value and non-use value
components, or the economic value held by users and non-users separately. The method is based on the consumer demand theory which explains the factors determining demand, in this case, for environmental
goods and services.
Reliable CV studies are both complex and resource demanding, and
proper practice requires time to develop the survey instrument and to
ensure that the non-market good or service to be valued is clearly explained along with the constructed market and payment method.
The principal output from contingent valuation studies is estimates of
WTP/WTA for changes in the provision of non-market goods and services. These estimates of value are consistent with measures of welfare
economics, the underlying basis of cost-benefit analysis. The CV approach enables the total economic value of an environmental good or
service to be valued, i.e., including both use value and non-use value. The
method is flexible and facilitates the valuation of a wide range of environmental goods and services. However, the method can be problematic
for goods that are not well-known and have long-term and uncertain impacts. Practical examples of application of the method are numerous, and
a bibliography of contingent valuation studies in 1994 revealed almost
2000 separate studies, (Carson et al. 1995). A study by Horowitz and
McConnell (2002) finds that estimates of WTP and WTA for the same
good often diverges, and that WTA is generally higher than WTP. In
Pearce et al. (2006) different explanations for this divergence are discussed, and the conclusion is that if the difference only is due to the questionnaire design WTP can be used, but if the difference is due to some
legitimate reason (actually reflects different values) both WTP and WTA
ought to be calculated.
Stated preference techniques (including CV) are the only approaches
that can estimate non-use value associated with environmental goods and
services.
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Choice experiments
An alternative to contingent valuation is the more indirect methods where
the respondents are asked to choose between different hypothetical, but at
the same time realistic, alternatives. The most commonly used methods
are conjoint analysis and contingent ranking. The difference between
these methods is that in a conjoint analysis the respondent has to choose
an alternative, whereas the alternatives should be ranked against each
other in contingent ranking.
The main advantage of choice experiments as compared to contingent
valuation is that one avoids direct questions about payment, which for
some respondents will be an unfamiliar and sensitive theme. People are
often more accustomed to choice situations, especially if these are in
accordance with choices the individuals have had to make earlier. On the
other hand the main disadvantage is that the valuation is indirect, and that
the respondents make no conscious monetary valuation and this can in
fact conceal more than it clarifies. For a description and discussion of this
method, see Adamowics et al. (1997) and Bateman and Willis (1999).
5.2.5 Market valuation of physical effects
Market valuation methods are, as the name indicates, based on market
prices or shadow prices. In the literature these methods are sometimes
denoted as the damage cost approach. The first method mentioned in
Table 5.3, the dose-response approach, is actually not a valuation method,
but it is a common method for linking actual damages with environmental
values. This method is described in Box 5.1. The other methods mentioned in Table 5.3 are the replacement cost method, where the cost damage is estimated using the costs of restoring the damage, and the human
capital approach, where the focus is on how air pollution affects the productivity of employees.
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Box 5.1 Dose-response approach
The dose-response approach for valuing environmental costs can be used
when the impacts from the pollution are known, i.e., when one knows how an
extra unit of the polluting substance affects for instance human health or the
eco-system. The approach establishes a link between a given pollution level
(the dose) and physical impacts (the response). It is sometimes referred to as
the production function approach, as it relates changes in environmental quality to changes in production relationships, (Eftec/DEFRA 2006).
The method is a straightforward way to value environmental change, as it
observes physical changes and estimates how this will affect the value of
goods and services. The method involves four stages:
1.
2.
3.
4.

identification of emissions from a given activity,
exposure to the receptors over time is quantified,
impact on the receptors is quantified (e.g., changes in output or in the
risk of cancer), and
the economic value of the change is estimated (e.g. using market prices,
the value of a statistical life, estimates of WTP or WTA).

The dose-response approach is often used to describe the relation between
emissions to air and different health aspects. A dose-response approach for
human health is often stated in terms of number of extra cases, for instance
‘number of extra deaths− or life years lost − due to cardiovascular diseases’.
In order to express these impacts in economic values, ‘number of cases’ must
be multiplied with a cost estimate for each case. The cost of one case will
normally consist both of components with a market price and components
without a market price.
The process of estimating dose-response functions is exposed to many potential sources of error and uncertainty. A special problem is the fact that different emissions often vary in correlation with each other, and it can be difficult to distinguish the impacts from the different components. A related problem is that different emissions can affect each other, and that high emissions
of a component can worsen the damages from another. These various effects
can be captured in suitable models which are readily available, such as
RAINS/GAINS and NERI’s EVA-model.

5.2.6 Non-demand curve approaches
The non-demand curve approaches are not based on the fundamental
principle of using individual willingness-to-pay to estimate monetary
values, and give no true welfare measure but only an approximation. The
approach can be to estimate clean-up costs (e.g. what it would cost to
restore the damage in order to achieve the pre-damage situation), avoidance costs (what it would cost to avoid the emissions or impacts) or
abatement cost (what it would cost to reduce the emissions to a certain
level). Clean-up costs are based on a “total” clean-up of the environmental damages. This is not necessarily a social optimum, since there will
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probably be a point where the costs for further cleaning will exceed the
damage costs for the current pollution level. Hence, clean-up costs tend to
overestimate the environmental value.
Avoidance and abatement costs
Avoidance and abatement costs can, instead of presuming a total avoidance or abatement, be based on a politically set target for the emissions or
impacts, or a standard for pollution set by the authorities. If the actual
damage of an emission is unknown (but the authorities nevertheless put a
charge or restriction on the emission), this charge can be interpreted as
the decision-makers’ valuation of reduced emissions. However, the
charge or restriction depends not only on the perceived environmental
cost but also on other political ends such as competitiveness, employment
etc. These ends tend to call for lower charges and more lax restrictions
compared to the charges that would exist if they were based on pure environmental concerns. On the other hand, environmental charges also generate funding for public spending, which means that they might be higher
than the environmental value calls for. Apparently, environmental
charges are uncertain estimates: they might underestimate or overestimate
the environmental value significantly.
The profitability of measures to reduce or avoid emissions depends on
the level of environmental charges and emission restrictions. The discussion above indicates that the marginal costs of exhaust gas cleaning etc.
required by restrictions can be expected to underestimate the environmental value. The marginal costs of cleaning justified by environmental
charges might be lower as well as higher than the environmental value.
The costs of implementing measures to abate or avoid an environmental damage can also be interpreted as implicit values of the environmental gains. This is an implicit valuation based on the political preferences, which can be seen as a lower-bound proxy for the inhabitants’
willingness-to-pay. 18 Again, purposes other than environmental concerns
can affect the decisions, making it an uncertain measure of the lower
bound.
Implicit valuation is much debated, since it gives no information about
the inhabitants’ willingness-to-pay for the environmental benefit, but only
what the authorities are at least willing to pay. This means, for example,
that the cost of achieving different environmental standards can be the
same, whereas the avoided damage might differ substantially. 19

18
If the parliament is willing to spend EUR X extra on highway stretch A instead of stretch B
only to assure that Y individuals are not exposed to noise, then they value the fact that Y individuals
avoid noise to be at least equal to X.
19
Consider a situation where the costs of installing a landfill liner in order to avoid lechate, happen to equal the cost of safely containing nuclear waste. Then it might be that the costs of installing a
liner are more or less equal to the damages avoided, whereas for nuclear waste the damage costs
avoided by far exceed the costs of containing this waste.
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5.2.7 Non-monetary valuation of environmental effects
Some environmental goods are not always desirable to monetise, either
due to their complexity or ethical concerns. Typical examples are goods
without use-value (like certain natural or cultural landscapes) and biodiversity. For example, issues concerning biodiversity can be of importance
when assessing options for waste paper management, since paper recycling can affect forestry operations. Even if these impacts have no monetary value they should be properly dealt with in a CBA. The Norwegian
guideline for CBA (Norwegian Ministry of Finance 2005) includes a
method for a systematic approach to non-monetised impacts, which is
presented in Box 5.2.

Box 5.2 The Norwegian method for assessing environmental effects without valuation
The Norwegian guideline for CBA (Norwegian Ministry of Finance 2005) includes a method for a systematic approach to non-monetised impacts. This
method is originally compiled by the Norwegian Directorate of Public Roads,
who has a long tradition for preparing CBA.
The method includes the following steps:
•

•

•

Importance of the present good, in a given category ranking from low
to high. The good could for instance be a recreational area with medium importance.
Effects on the good or area caused by the project/policy, on a qualitative scale from small to large, differentiating between positive and
negative impacts. There will be a deterioration in the use of the area
as a recreational area, e.g. a medium negative effect.
Consequences for the goods, where the importance and dimension/scale are judged together. The consequences, or impacts, will also
be valued on a qualitative scale, from very large positive (++++) to
very large negative (----). The impacts on the recreational area will
be medium to large negative (--/----).

By comparing signs for the impacts on the different non-monetised goods, and
if needed adjusting this for their relative importance, the total impact for these
goods can be assessed. This qualitative assessment should then be compared
with the monetised assessment. If the decision-makers end up choosing a different alternative than the economically most profitable, they have indirectly
put a value on the non-monetised goods.

5.2.8 Benefit transfer
Valuation studies are often very resource demanding, both in financial
resources and time, and thus it is unrealistic to make new estimates for
every CBA performed. In practice, to save time and costs of conducting
primary valuation work, value estimates from other sites (domestically or
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internationally) are sometimes transferred in adjusted form to the study
setting, known as benefit or value transfer (Navrud 2004).
Benefit transfer is much used internationally, although the accuracy of
this approach sometimes is questionable, and the pros and cons of transferring valuation estimates from one site to another are much debated.
Questions that must be dealt with in a benefit transfer are for instance
which parameters from an earlier valuation study can or should actually
be transferred and how to account for differences between the earlier
study and the present project (e.g. differences in culture, economic, social
and environmental backgrounds). Can dose-response functions estimated
in the US be used to express the connection between the levels of a certain pollution and mortality in a Nordic city? Can the WTP from a contingent valuation survey for a specific forest area be transferred to another
forest area in another country?
Using benefit transfer to evaluate the environmental impacts requires
expertise in making proper adjustment when transferring the coefficients
to the current project/policy. There are three main methods for transferring valuation estimates from one or several studies to the actual project
or policy:
•

•
•

Unadjusted transfer of WTP, just using the estimated WTP from one
study. This is a very simple approach, demanding that the study site
and the policy site are more or less similar in several important
characteristics (e.g. socio-economics, demographic, market
conditions).
Adjusted transfer of WTP, where the original WTP is adjusted for at
least income differences between the sites.
WTP function transfer, where the benefit or value function is transferred from the study site, and applied for the project site. This allows
adjustment for several characteristics.

A more ambitious approach is meta-analysis of several original studies,
and this can be done both for estimates and damage (dose-response) estimates, Pearce et al. (2006) and the Norwegian Ministry of Finance
(2005). A meta-analysis covers many studies of WTP or damages, and
uses statistical methods to analyse how the estimates vary depending on
population, income level, pollution concentrations and other variables
that are supposed to affect the WTP or damage estimate. Such an analysis
will give an estimate of the relation between the damage or WTP estimate
and the different factors that can affect these, and can make the estimates
more suitable for benefit transfer. In order to reach sound estimates the
meta-analysis should be based on a rather large sample of primary studies. In practice the number of primary studies is often limited, and many
of the studies may be poorly documented. The more similar the present
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project/policy is to the primary valuation studies, the less uncertain the
benefit transfer will be.
It should be noticed that sometimes a valuation estimate is used - and
reused - in several studies and for many years. Many studies refer to an
earlier study using this estimate. Andersen et al. (2003, 30) have traced
back the estimate for CO used by the Danish Ministry of Finance (2001)
to a study from 1977 for the medical evaluation of consequences to health
from CO. Since then the knowledge has improved and so has the methodology for valuation.
5.2.9 Examples of valuation
Several valuation studies exist that can be used as a basis for a benefit
transfer for use in a CBA. Very few of these are initially prepared for
valuing environmental impacts from different waste management options.
Nevertheless, many studies value the impacts of certain pollutants, for
instance NOx to air or nitrogen to water, and these estimates can also be
used for emissions from waste incineration or landfilling.
COWI (2000) gives a good overview over valuation studies that have
either been developed for calculating the external effects from different
waste management options or have been used for this purpose. Some of
the studies referred to in COWI (2000) are: Rabl et al. (1998), where the
impacts on human mortality and morbidity caused by air emissions from
waste incineration are valued using the dose-response method (also called
impact pathway); CEC (1996), which is a benefit transfer of results from
dose-response, clean-up costs, contingent valuation and averting behaviour approaches, including both health and environmental effects; and
ECON (1995) which is based on Tellus (1992), but where the costs are
adjusted for Norway. This study has later been updated, (ECON 2000),
and in the later version several emissions are valued using dose-response
for impacts on human health. The valuation of heavy metal and health
damaging chemicals is based on the LCA indexes CML/RIVM (Heijungs
1992) and Eco-indicator 99 (Goedkoop & Spriensma 2000).
Other studies or projects presenting economic values for environmental damages that can be used in a waste management CBA are for
instance:
•

ExternE, which was a project funded under the JOULE Programme
during the 1990s, where a detailed bottom-up “impact pathway” (or
damage function) approach was developed to quantify external costs
from energy conversion resulting from impacts on human health,
crop losses, material damage and global warming. The ExternE external costs accounting framework is widely accepted and has been
used to support decision-making in the field of energy and environmental policy, e.g. (CEC 1995 and 2005b). For further improvement
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of the existing framework, see IER (2004). Another follow-up of ExternE is the research project NEEDS, New Energy Externalities Development for Sustainable Development, see www.needs-project.org.
Environmental priority strategies in product development (EPS), a
system for weighting across impact categories that was developed for
LCA during the 1990s (Steen 1999a; Steen 1999b). Although not intended as a method for monetising, it applies monetary values as a
basis for comparing and aggregating different environmental effects.
The Benefits Table database 20, BeTa, which was published in 2002
by the European Commission, including a series of estimates of marginal external costs of air pollution as well as a number of health and
damage effects in Europe, (Holland & Watkiss 2002). The four air
emissions covered by BeTa are shown in Table 5.4. Revision of these
estimates has taken place in the context of the RAINS/GAINS model.
The Ecotax method, which presents estimates of the economic value
of different environmental effects. These estimates are transferred
from Swedish environmental taxes (Eldh 2003).
Andersen et al. (2004) uses the EcoSense model (developed in the
ExternE project) to calculate the welfare economics damage costs
from emissions to air of particles (PM2.5), NOx and SO2 in Denmark.
The costs are presented for four different types of locations (rural areas and urban areas with different numbers of inhabitants).
The Norwegian pollution agency, SFT (2005) presents estimates of
environmental costs of emission to air of NOx, SO2 and nmVOC for
Norway. The costs are calculated using both a damage cost approach
(dose-response) and implicit valuation based on Norwegian commitments in international agreements (the Gothenburg protocol).
Bjerrum & Dengsøe (2004) present estimates of the damage costs of
emissions of dioxin from waste incineration in Denmark.
Enviros & Eftec (2004), assessing external costs and benefits from
waste management options for the UK, including both landfilling and
incineration. This project was undertaken on behalf of DEFRA, UK.

A database for exploring the latest developments within the growing field
of valuation techniques exists; The Environment Valuation Reference
Inventory (EVRI) has been initiated by a number of national EPAs and
environment ministries and EEPSEA 21. This database, which is accessible online, is highly recommended and provides monetary estimates with
the purpose of facilitating low-cost benefit transfers. The EVRI database
will be extended with Nordic valuation studies in the beginning of 2007.

20
Compared to the ExternE study which assumed a value of statistical life (VSL) of EUR 3.1
mill, the BeTa assumes a VSL of EUR 1 mill.
21
Environment Canada, DEFRA, US EPA, Ministère de l’écologie et du développement durable,
and the Economy and Environment Program for Southeast Asia (EEPSEA). See: www.evri.ca and
Navrud and Vågenes (2000).
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Table 5.4 Marginal external costs of emissions in rural and urban areas (BeTa),
EUR/tonne, 2000-prices
RURAL

Austria
Belgium
Denmark
Finland
France
Germany
Greece
Ireland
Italy
Netherlands
Portugal
Spain
Sweden
UK
EU15 average
URBAN

City of 100 000 people
Population Factors

500 000 people
1 000 000 people
Several million people

SO2

NOx

PM2.5

VOCs

7 200
7 900
3 300
970
7 400
6 100
4 100
2 600
5 000
7 000
3 000
3 700
1 700
4 500
5 200

6 800
4 700
3 300
1 500
8 200
4 100
6 000
2 800
7 100
4 000
4 100
4 700
2 600
2 600
4 200

14 000
22 000
5 400
1 400
15 000
16 000
7 800
4 100
12 000
18 000
5 800
7 900
1 700
9 700
14 000

1 400
3 000
7 200
490
2 000
2 800
930
1 300
2 800
2 400
1 500
880
680
1 900
2 100

PM2.5

SO2

33 000

6 000

PM2.5

SO2

5
7.5
15

5
7.5
15

Note: Data are based on a 1998 emission scenario. Urban results for NOx and VOCs are taken to be the same as the rural
effects, given that quantified impacts are linked to formation of secondary pollutants in the atmosphere (ozone, nitrate
aerosols). Given that these take time to be generated in the atmosphere, local variation in population density has little
effect on the results. Urban externalities for PM2.5 and SO2 for cities of different sizes are calculated by multiplying results
for a city of 100,000 people by the factors shown below. Results scale linearly to 500,000 people, but not beyond. These
results are independent of the country in which the city is located. Once results for the cities are calculated, nationally
specific rural externalities should be added to account for impacts of long range transport of pollutants, Holland and
Watkiss (2002). The dose-response effect for PM2.5 related mortality was scaled down in BeTa, using the consolidated
dose-response effect the figures arrived at for mortality is a factor 3 higher. New estimates are available in the context of
the CAFE (Clean Air For Europe programme) and RAINS/GAINS simulations.

6. Discounting
One of the most debated issues of the cost-benefit analysis is related to
discounting: should it be done and at what rate?
This chapter aims at answering these two questions by presenting the
concept of discounting, the social discount rates applied in the Nordic
countries, and by discussing whether a single discount rate or a timedeclining discount rate should be applied. A recommendation is given in
the last section.

6.1 The concept of discounting
Discounting is a process of assigning a lower weight to a benefit or cost
in the future than to that benefit or cost now. The first reason for this is
that for the individual there is a general wish to consume today rather
than later because of uncertainty about life expectancy. This is the “pure”
time preference (“utility discounting”). The second reason to discount is
that economic growth is normally expected to result in better future opportunities for consumption than the present ones; hence consumption
postponed to the future should be assigned a discount rate so as to allow
for adequate comparison with present consumption (“consumption discounting”), (Perman et al. 1999, 37ff.). This is known as Ramsey’s “optimal growth model”, where the marginal time preference, δ, consists of
two elements: the pure time preference, ρ, and the expected growth in
future consumption, ε·g 22:
(6.1)

δ =

ρ + ε·g

The discount rate, i.e. the weight put on future benefits and costs, is estimated as:

(6.2)

wt =

1

(1 + δ )t

where δ is the real discount rate, and t the time where the cost or benefit
occurs. This approach is often called “exponential discounting”, (Pearce
22
The expected growth in future consumption is the product of: the elasticity of marginal utility,
ε, and the rate of change of consumption, e.g. Hanley and Spash (1993, 129). In Boardman et al.
(2006, 246) ε is a constant (>0), and g is the long-term rate of growth in per capita consumption.
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2006, 184). This was discussed by Jespersen (1994, 94f) who showed the
consequences of different discount rates 23. Thus, the higher the discount
rate, the lower the “weight” on the future will be. This is illustrated in
Table 6.1. From the table it can be seen that at a discount rate of 5%,
EUR 100 in ten years will only be worth EUR 61 in today’s prices. Table
6.1 also shows that if the discount rate is zero, there is no loss in value
and the future weights are the same as today.
Table 6.1 The future value of one monetary unit at selected discount rates
Time horizon

10 years
30 years
100 years

7%

5%

3%

0%

0.51
0.13
0.001

0.61
0.23
0.007

0.74
0.41
0.05

1.0
1.0
1.0

6.2 Choice of social discount rate
In a perfect economy with complete information and no distorting taxes
etc., the marginal time preference, δ, will equal the marginal rate of return
on capital. The latter can be derived from the market rates on investments
and borrowing. However, with taxation (e.g. corporate and income) and
transaction costs, the marginal rate of return on capital will in effect be
higher than the marginal time preference (Boardman et al. 2006, 244).
The question then is which rate should be used as the social discount rate:
the marginal time preference or the marginal rate of return on capital? Or
to put it differently: should the discount rate be defined on the basis of
market interest rates or consumption rates? In practise, it is often difficult
to estimate the marginal time preference rate, hence the discount rate is
often derived from the real, after-tax, observable rate in financial markets
(e.g. bonds) 24.
In the Nordic countries the recommended discount rates vary between
3% and 6%. The discount rates are shown in Table 6.2 25.

23 Discounting raises the question of inter-generational equity. If the current generation has a
strong preference for current consumption (i.e. a high discount rate), which implies a high use of
resources, then fewer resources will be saved for future generations. On the other hand, if the discount rate is zero and the interest rates are positive, it would imply that the current generation would
reduce their consumption to benefit future generations. At the extreme, however low the level of
consumption of the current generation, further reductions could always be made to increase the
welfare of future generations, (Pearce 2006, 185).
24 Boardman et al. (2006) estimate the social discount rate on the basis of e.g. (6.1). Using annualised per capita quarterly data on real consumption expenditures for 1947-2002, they estimate an
average growth rate for the United States of 2.3 per annum. Sensitivity analysis is done at 2.0% and
2.5%. The constant, ε, is set to 1, with sensitivity analysis at 0.5 and 1.5.
25
Møller (2003, 14ff) presents a proposal for a new way of managing discounting which includes that projects are discounted with a discount rate of 5% (reflecting the marginal rate of return
on capital) and then among those projects with a positive NPV, the project with the highest NPV
calculated at a discount rate of 2% (reflecting consumption discounting) is chosen.
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Table 6.2 Discount rates in the Nordic countries
Denmark1

Finland

Norway2

Sweden

6%

5%

4% / 6%

4%

Notes: 1) The Danish Ministry of Finance recommends a discount rate of 6%. The Danish EPA recommends a discount
rate of 3% combined with a return of capital calculated as an alternative rate of return of 6%. 2) In Norway a discount rate
of 4% is recommended (calculated as a risk free discount rate of 2% and a risk premium of 2% covering systematic risk,
whereas the risk premium should be 4% for projects with a substantial systematic risk profile; but for projects less dependent on the economic business cycle, a discount rate of 4% can be applied.
Source: Møller (2003, 14), the Norwegian Ministry of Finance (2005).

Møller et al. (2000, 137ff) argues that when investing in one project, society will lose the possibility of investing that money in another project,
given that funds for investment are scarce. As a result, the social discount
rate should be supplemented with a factor that also represents the alternative return of capital (in effect the shadow price on capital). For this purpose, the return of capital is estimated as, (Møller 2001) 26:

(6.3)

T

fK =

q

∑ (1 + r )
t =1

t

+(

1
(1 + r )

T

) =

q
1
1
⋅ (1 −
)+(
)
T
r
(1 + r )
(1 + r )T

where r is the social discount rate based on marginal time preference; q is
the alternative return of capital; and T is time horizon of the project 27.

6.3 Constant vs. declining interest rate for environmental
effects
It has been questioned whether the assumption of a constant discount rate
is reasonable. Do individuals really have the same marginal time preference at all times in the future or does it vary? There seems to be empirical
evidence for a time-declining discount rate, (Pearce 2009, 186; HM
Treasury 2003, 98) so the question is how such a rate is to be estimated?
So far, no definite approach has been found or decided on. For some approaches, the key issue seems to be how individuals treat uncertainty
about the future.

26
See also Boardman et al. (2006, 253ff) for a discussion of the shadow price on capital.
The fK was used in Table 5.2: with a discount rate of 3%, an alternative rate of capital of 6% and a
time horizon of 25 years for the incineration plant, the fK is 1.5225 and the amortisation factor is
0.0574. Then, the ‘unit price’ in Table 5.2 is equal to 1.5225 * 0.0574 = 0.0874.
27
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Table 6.3 Example of declining certainty-equivalent discount rate
Weights in period t
Interest rate scenarios

10

50

100

200

500

1%
2%

0.91
0.82

0.61
0.37

0.37
0.14

0.14
0.02

0.01
0.00

3%

0.74

0.23

0.05

0.00

0.00

4%

0.68

0.14

0.02

0.00

0.00

5%

0.61

0.09

0.01

0.00

0.00

6%

0.56

0.05

0.00

0.00

0.00

7%

0.51

0.03

0.00

0.00

0.00

8%

0.46

0.02

0.00

0.00

0.00

9%

0.42

0.01

0.00

0.00

0.00

10%

0.39

0.01

0.00

0.00

0.00

Certainty-equivalent weight
Certainty-equivalent discount rate

0.61

0.16

0.06

0.02

0.00

4.73%

2.54%

1.61%

1.16%

1.01%

Source: Pearce et al. (2006, 187)

One of these approaches takes a probability weighted average (i.e. an
expected value) to the likely weights, (Pearce et al. 2006, 186ff). Table
6.3 shows ten scenarios with different interest rates, and five different
time horizons of projects. For the ten-year project a “certainty-equivalent
discount rate” of 0.61 is estimated as the average of each year’s weight.
Based on this weight, the discount rate is 4.73% using equation (6.1) in
Section 6.1. This approach suggests a declining discount rate that goes
towards 1% at very long time horizons.
Pearce et al. (2006, 191) do not provide a clear recommendation on
the issue, but concludes that a time-declining discount rate 28 would overcome the problem of the “exponential discounting”, but it may have other
problems of time consistency. However, Hansen (2006) concludes that
time inconsistency is a feature of discounting as such and not due to declining discount rates.
The Norwegian Ministry of Finance (2005, 39) recommends using the
same discount rate for all costs and benefits, also environmental effects.
The reasoning is based on the assumption that the relative prices for environmental benefits are likely to increase over time, both due to the fact
that future generations will be more wealthy (and hence have an increased WTP for the environment) and that there might be an increasing
shortage of environmental benefits in the future. This increase in the relative price for environmental goods should, according to the Norwegian
Ministry, be handled through the shadow prices used for these goods and
not through the discount rate. This recommendation is supported by
Møller et al. (2000, 146).
Another approach is recommended in the United Kingdom, where the
Treasury has introduced a time-declining interest rate for projects where
the time horizon is more than 30 years, (HM Treasury 2003, 97ff). The
28

Hyperbolic discounting
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French Commissariat Général du Plan has also revised its discount rates
so that it is 4% for the first 30 years, and thereafter there is a continuous
decrease to a lower level of 2%, (Lebègue et al. 2005).
A time-declining discount rate is also supported by Boardman et al.
(2006, 264ff). Different sets of discount rates for different time horizons
are suggested depending on whether the project runs for more or less than
50 years; and how the social discount rate has been defined (on the basis
of market-based interest rates or the marginal time preference).

6.4 Recommendation
The choice of discount rate is difficult as it may have a decisive influence
on the outcome of the CBA. Nevertheless, discounting should be made,
and this guideline recommends that the national choices of discount rates
are applied in the CBA. Moreover, a sensitivity analysis should be made
for the discount rate (e.g. +/- 2%).
When the same discount rate is used for all costs and benefits it is
necessary also to account for the fact that the prices for environmental
benefits are likely to increase over time. The reason is that the environment is physically limited and does not grow as the economy grows. Accounting for the increasing price of environmental benefits requires a
dynamic method for valuation of environmental benefits and costs. None
of the methods described in Section 5.2 is dynamic in itself. This means
that the valuation methods need to be supplemented by a time-dependent
technique, if the discount rate is applied to environmental costs and benefits.
For further discussion of the use of discounting, see Boardman et al.
(2006), Møller (2003) and ECON (2001).
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7. Evaluation
The evaluation is the crucial step in a CBA: should the policy or projected be accepted or rejected? In the evaluation the costs are subtracted
from the benefits to estimate whether the policy or project is beneficial to
society. As mentioned already, the CBA is rarely able to capture all the
relevant information for the decision-maker. The presentation of the results, along with the limitations of the study, may therefore be very important for the final outcome of the decision to be made.
This chapter presents the net present value as the general decision criterion and discusses why other criteria should not be applied. Other considerations for evaluation of the results apart from the strictly economic
aspects are also presented. Finally, it is discussed how to include risk in a
CBA, and why it is important to test the robustness of the results through
a sensitivity analysis.

7.1 Evaluation criteria
The CBA is a tool for selecting the projects or policies that are efficient
in terms of their use of resources. The appropriate criterion for evaluation
is the net present value criterion. Despite this, other criteria are sometimes applied.
7.1.1 Net Present Value (NPV)
The investment (I), costs (Ct) and benefits (Bt) and how they accrue over
time (t) can be illustrated by using time lines, as shown in Figure 7.1.
Bn
B3
B1

t0

B2

t1
C1

t3

t2
C2

t4

….

C3

I0

Figure 7.1 Illustration of the time line of investment, costs and benefits

tn

time
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The criterion for accepting a policy or project is that the sum of discounted benefits exceeds the sum of discounted costs. If the net present
value (NPV) is positive, the policy or project is beneficial to society. The
net present value is calculated as:

(7.1)

NPV0 =

N

∑
t=0

Bt – Ct – It
(1+r)t

where Bt is the benefit at time t, Ct is cost at time t, It is the investment at
time t, N is the time horizon, and r is the social discount rate discussed in
Chapter 6. As shown in equation (6.3), Møller et al. (2000, 151) suggest
including the alternative rate of return on capital, whereby the NPV becomes 29:

(7.2)

NPV0 =

N

∑
t=0

Bt – Ct - fKIt
(1+r)t

In principle, all projects and policies with a NPV > 0 should be implemented or undertaken. A positive NPV indicates that the rate or return is
higher than the alternative rate of return. However, due to budget constraints or to the fact that some policies or projects are mutually exclusive
not all policies and projects will be undertaken. Hence, it may be necessary to rank the projects.
According to Pearce et al. (2006, 67) the general rule is to rank projects by their NPVs. This is also true if the projects are mutually exclusive.
If the projects are independent, the Norwegian Ministry of Finance
(2005, 19) and the Finnish Ministry of Transport and Communication 30
recommend 31 an approach where the projects are ranked according to
their benefit-cost ratio, or rather the NPV per cost unit of the project 32.
This is calculated as:

(7.3)

NPVP0 =

NPV0
Present value of all costs of the project

29
If the social discount rate is equal to the opportunity cost of capital (i.e. the alternative rate of
return), the internal rate of return is a test of whether a project earns a social rate of return that exceeds what could be earned by investing economic resources elsewhere, (Pearce et al. 2006, 71).
30
Personal communication, Markku Olikainen, October 2006.
31
According to Pearce et al. (2006, 69) ranking of projects in terms of the benefit-cost ratio is for
single-period rationing of scarce resource inputs only.
32
This approach is similar to a ranking in terms of the benefit-cost ratio of projects.
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To illustrate this approach, an example is shown in Table 7.1. Two
projects, A and B, have initial investment costs of EUR 10 and 5, and
annual benefits equal to EUR 2.9 and 1.5 respectively. The discount rate
is 4%. When comparing the two projects, project A has the highest NPV,
but project B has the highest NPV per payment (NPVP0) on the project.
This criterion however, is only valid when the projects are not mutually
exclusive and when the value of increasing the budget constraint is constant in all periods.
Table 7.1 Example: how to rank projects according to NPV per payment
Project A

Project B

Costs, t=0

-10

-5

Annual benefits

2.9

1.5

Time horizon, years
Discount rate
NPV
NPVP0

4

4

4%

4%

0.53
0.053

0.44
0.089

Source: The Norwegian Ministry of Finance (2005, 19)

7.1.2 Other evaluation criteria
In addition to the NPV, other criteria are sometimes applied or referred
to. Nevertheless, none of these criteria should be applied in a CBA. The
criteria are:
•
•
•

Benefit-cost ratio (B/C)
Internal rate of return (IRR)
Pay-back time

The benefit-cost ratio is the ratio of benefits over costs, and according to
this criterion any project with a B/C ratio > 1 should be implemented, as
the benefits per unit of cost are positive. However, the B/C ratio can confuse the choice when projects are of a different scale (e.g. differ significantly in costs) and if the benefits are sensitive to the treatment of willingness-to-pay (e.g. if WTP is negative, is it treated as a cost or negative
benefit). The B/C ratio criterion may also produce a wrong outcome if
projects are mutually exclusive. As a consequence the benefit-cost ratio
time should not be used as an evaluation criterion, (Boardman et al. 2006,
16 and 33).
The internal rate of return is the discount rate that will yield a NPV =
0, and according to the IRR criterion, a project with an internal rate of
return higher than the discount rate is beneficial. However, applying the
internal rate of return encompasses some problems as it may not always
result in the optimal solution. It is possible that the project with the highest internal rate of return does not have the highest NPV, which would
lead to an erroneous choice. Also, more than one internal rate of return
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may exist, and then the internal rate of return criterion is misleading. As a
consequence the internal rate of return should not be used as an evaluation criterion, (Boardman et al. 2006, 16; Danish Ministry of Finance
1999, 31f; Hanley and Spash 1993, 18; Pearce et al. 2006, 71f).
The pay-back time shows the amount of time before the net benefits
have paid back the investment cost. One serious drawback of the payback time criterion is that it does not take into account the payments and
benefits that occur after the investment has been repaid. Moreover, the
pay-back time cannot be used to compare two or more projects. As a
consequence the pay-back time should not be used as an evaluation criterion, (Danish Ministry of Finance 1999, 31f).
7.1.3 Projects with different time horizon
If the projects have different time horizons, they need to be made comparable. To do this, two approaches are recommended and they both provide the same result, (Boardman et al. 2006, 145f):
•

•

Rolling over the shorter project: choose a time horizon equal to the
lowest common denominator of the projects. If time horizon of
project A is 10 years and 5 years for project B, then project B will be
repeated after termination.
Equivalent annual net benefit method: divide the net present value
with the annuity factor that has the same time horizon and discount
rate as the project.

In addition to these approaches, Møller et al. (2000, 33f) also suggest that
projects could be compared by choosing an infinite time horizon.
7.1.4 The optimal time for starting projects
The starting time (year) of the baseline and alternative scenarios should
be made explicit. The time for initiating the policy or project may influence the outcome if there is an uncertainty about the future benefits and
cost, which may be replaced with certainty if the project is postponed for
some time. Examples regarding the choice of starting year are presented
in the Norwegian Ministry of Finance (2005, 38), Møller (2003) and the
Danish Ministry of Finance (1999, 18).

7.2 Sensitivity analysis
When the CBA is conducted before the actual implementation of the
policy or project, i.e. as an ex-ante study, there may be some uncertainty
about what the actual quantities and prices will be. The purpose of a
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sensitivity analysis is to study how sensitive the result is to changes in
key assumptions. For this reason, it is recommended always to conduct a
sensitivity analysis of the key assumptions made in a CBA.
Two forms of sensitivity analysis are presented here: the partial analysis where only one variable is changed at the time; and the Monte Carlo
analysis that allows an assessment of the consequences of simultaneous
uncertainty about several variables and can take into account correlations
of these variables.
7.2.1 Partial sensitivity analysis
The sensitivity analysis may be supplemented by a “worst case” and “best
case” that show the worst or best possible values.
If the result varies significantly with a change in a key variable, then it
is important to define this variable as precisely as possible.
Møller et al. (2000, 153) assume that the uncertainty for market-based
goods is limited whereas the uncertainty for the environmental effects
and monetisation usually will be considerable.
Below some typical key variables for the analysis of waste and resources are listed. It should be considered whether a sensitivity analysis is
necessary for the following variables:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

discount rate
time horizon of the policy or project
quantity of waste to be managed or the resource considered in the
analysis
investment cost
prices of recycled products
prices of electricity and fuel
monetised, key environmental effects
householders’ time spent on recycling activities and the valuation of
this time
change in demand of waste disposal, e.g. due to changes in regulation
or public awareness.

The outcome of the sensitivity analysis should be presented together
with the result of the CBA, so that it becomes visible for the decisionmaker where the potential drawbacks of the policy or project are. Also,
the decision-maker should be made aware of any assumptions that are
uncertain and have a high impact on the result, (Danish Ministry of
Finance 1999, 37).
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7.2.2 Monte Carlo sensitivity analysis
The first step in a Monte Carlo analysis is to specify a probability distribution for each of the key variables. Then, the calculation of net benefits
is repeated a large number of times randomly in a computer programme.
The result of the analysis is a set of probability distributions showing how
uncertainties in key variables may impact on key outcomes, (HM Treasury 2003, 87). More resources are required to undertake a Monte Carlo
analysis than other kinds of sensitivity analysis. For further reading on
Monte Carlo analysis, see Boardman et al. (2006, 181ff) and Stæhr (2006,
27ff).

7.3 Inclusion of risk and uncertainty
Risk is characterised by having a (known or calculable) probability of
certain outcomes. The risk then becomes equal to: probability times outcome. Under risk, the expected cost is then calculated as:

(7.4)

Y

E (C) =

∑

si * Ci

i=1

where si is the probability of outcome i, and Ci the cost of outcome i. In a
CBA it is the expected cost, E(C), that should be used, not the most likely
value.
There are several ways of dealing with risk, see Stæhr (2006, 19ff),
and HM Treasury (2003). The Norwegian Ministry of Finance (2005, 34)
recommends two approaches for the inclusion of risk in a CBA:
•

•

Certainty equivalents: replace an uncertain net benefit with a
minimum acceptable, certain net benefit and then discount it to
present values using a risk-free alternative return of capital 33 (interest
rate). In this approach the future benefits are adjusted downwards
while the future costs are adjusted upwards. The risk-free alternative
return of capital is used to estimate the net present value of costs and
benefits arising at different times.
Risk-adjusted discount rate: add a risk premium to the discount rate,
and then estimate the net present value.

33

The risk-free alternative return of capital is based on market interest rates for Norwegian and
international bonds, which is currently 2%, (Norwegian Ministry of Finance 2005, 34).
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Møller et al. (2000, 157) also suggest two approaches in case of risk:
•

•

Safety margin: choose the project with the highest, expected net
present value (using eq. 7.4). In doing so, it should be noticed that it
may also be the project with the highest risk.
Choose the project that is expected to produce the best combination
of the expected net present value and the variance for the net benefit.

Uncertainty, on the other hand, is when the probability cannot be calculated. As a result, it is difficult to deal with “pure” uncertainty. The best
way to deal with uncertainty is to undertake a sensitivity analysis, so that
the margin where the project is beneficial is illustrated, and to combine it
with estimations of worst and best case for key assumptions.

7.4 Evaluation of results
As presented in Section 7.1, any project with a positive NPV should be
chosen, and if ranking is necessary the general rule is to choose the project(s) with the highest NPV. There may however, also be other aspects
to consider before recommending a policy or project.
7.4.1 Presentation of the results
In the presentation of the results, the objective and scope of the analysis
should be presented in order to allow the decision-maker to assess
whether the objective has in fact been achieved.
This guideline recommends that the CBA result is presented as the net
present value. In doing so, it is also recommended that net present value
is split into: social costs excluding externalities, environmental costs,
time spent by householders and space occupied by waste collection
equipment (if included in the CBA).
The environmental effects arising outside the nation-state should as a
minimum be listed, estimated and presented in physical units. However, it
is clearly preferable that these environmental effects are also monetised.
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Table 7.2 Example: presentation of results, DKK per tonne
Incineration

Recycling
Collection: bring banks and civic recycling
centres

Scenario 1

Treatment in Denmark

Export

Export

Scenario 2

Scenario 3

Scenario 4

Costs

Collection
- bring banks
- civic recycling centre
Separation
Transport
Collection, separation,
transport total
Treatment
Total costs
Revenue
Net cost

Collection: civic
recycling centres

excluding

including

excluding

including

(2)

(2)

(2)

(2)

779
-

2,237
2,520
1,386
2,246
208

2,237
2,520
1,386
2,246
208

2,237
2,520
1,386
2,246
208

1,038
1,038
2,246
208

1,038
1,038
2,246
208

779
1,030
1,809
460
1,349

4,691
3,321
8,012
3,938
4,075

4,691
4,691
1,063
3,628

4,691
4,691
1,063
3,628

3,492

3,492

3,492
1,063
2,430

3,492
1,063
2,430

885

181

26

181

13

90

14
871
2,234
-

26
155
4,255
+2,021

26
3,654
+1,420

26
155
3,809
+1,575

13
2,442
+208

13
78
2,520
+286

0.270
0.020
8.E-10

0.002
0.003
5.E-13

0.270
0.020
8.E-10

0.001
0.002
3.E-13

0.270
0.020
8.E-10

Environmental effects (1)

Value of environmental
damage
- transport
- treatment
Total costs
Difference compared to
incineration

Non-monetised environmental effects, kg/tonne

COD
PM (ultrafine particles)
Dioxin

0.001
0.014
1.E-08

Note (1): Monetary valuation of the emissions: CO2, NOx, SO2, PM10, CO and VOC.
Note (2): Excluding: environmental effect in export country. Including: environmental effect in export country.
Source: Strandmark et al. (2002)

In cases where a monetary valuation is not desirable, the environmental
effects should be quantified in physical units if possible. Otherwise, the
effects should be listed (e.g. odour, noise, etc.)
Table 7.2 illustrates how results can be presented. Scenario 3 and 4
show the annual costs and benefits of exporting a waste stream for treatment abroad. Each scenario shows the result including and excluding the
environmental effect in the exporting country. In the study, emissions of
COD, PM (ultrafine particles) and dioxin were not monetised.
The presentation should also include a description of the data that are
uncertain and highlight the assumptions that are important for the outcome of the CBA. Likewise, if any relevant aspects or elements have
been omitted from the analysis, they should be presented as well.
Consequences for specific groups in society should be described. An
identification of how different groups are affected by a policy or project
will also show who will be in favour of it.
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As the sensitivity analysis often encompasses a considerable number
of variables the presentation should provide an easily understandable
overview of the various analyses. An example is shown in Table 7.3,
where the sensitivity analyses for the four scenarios are ranked with I to
IV according to the baseline scenario. The right-hand side shows the actual changes compared to the baseline scenario. The sensitivity analysis
may also be presented as charts as is done in Dahlbo et al. (2005) and
Damgaard et al. (2003).
Table 7.3 Example: presentation of sensitivity analysis
Net costs

Baseline scenario
Ranking

Change in net cost cf. baseline scenario

Sc. 1

Sc. 2

Sc. 3

Sc. 4

Sc. 1

Sc. 2

Sc. 3

Sc. 4

2,204

4,255

3,654

2,442

-

-

-

-

I

IV

III

II

I

IV

III

II

-72

-283

-187

-123

I

IV

III

II

62

211

138

91

13

Sensitivity analysis

Discount rate
-6%
-1%
Monetary valuation
- Double value

II

IV

III

I

885

181

26

I

IV

III

II

-443

-90

-13

-6

- 45 DKK/tonne CO2

I

IV

III

II

-675

-90

-9

-4

- 450 DKK/tonne CO2

II

IV

III

I

596

80

8

4

0

0

-812

-812

0

-187
436

-187
436

- Halving value

Export price plastic waste
- 1,500 DKK/tonne
- 1,000 DKK/tonne
- 500 DKK/tonne

II

IV

III

I

I
I

IV
IV

III
III

II
II

0

Source: Extract, Strandmark et al. (2002)

7.4.2 Peer review
A peer review serves to enhance the reliability of a study, as the methodology, assumptions and/or results are assessed by a third party. The review can be internal (i.e. made by a colleague) or external (i.e. made by
an independent expert). Clearly, the latter would be the better choice for
the credibility of a CBA study, although it will demand more resources.
According to the ISO Standard 14040 for LCA, a critical review is required if the LCA is used to support comparative statements as the result
may influence parties that are not involved in the making of the LCA. In
a review of a CBA the scope of the review should be specified, so that it
is apparent to the persons involved which parts of the CBA are reviewed,
and the level of detail to which the review is made. The output of the
review is a report with the reviewer’s comments.
This guideline recommends that a peer review is performed and that
the review report is made public. The latter is more relevant if the peer
review is performed on the final version of the report. Otherwise the re-
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view report should be complemented by a response stating what changes
have been made as a result of the review.
7.4.3 Assessing the results of an evaluation
Smith (2005, 46ff) states that “effective communication of research findings is as important as high research standards in this process of evidence-based policy-development and improvement.” Smith lists three
groups of questions that need consideration before making a final decision:
•
•
•

Coverage of study
Reliability of results
Interpretation of results.

The questions are an attempt to provide guidance to potential “nontechnical” users of evaluation results, and in particular how to interpret
and assess the information. The first group, coverage of study, aims at
identifying the main effects included in the study and whether these are
included in quantitative terms. The second group, reliability of results,
aims at assessing how robust the results are. As most CBAs are made exante there will be some uncertainty about the actual economic and environmental effects of the alternative polices. The last group, interpretation
of results, aims at identifying the conclusions that can be drawn from the
study. For each of these three groups a set of key questions that might be
considered is listed in Box 7.1. The questions are developed for evaluation of extended producer responsibility schemes but could easily be applied to other areas of resource and waste management.
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Box 7.1 Assessing the results of an evaluation: key questions to ask
Coverage of study:
•
Net impact on waste collection costs (e.g. reduced collection costs
for residual waste; increased costs for separate collection)
•
Net impact on waste treatment costs (e.g. reduced landfill costs; increased recycling costs)
•
Externality effects (e.g. reduced external costs of lower landfill
costs; of reduced virgin materials extraction and refining; reduced
risks of environmental impairment associated with improper disposal)
•
Other effects (e.g. on competition)
Reliability of the estimates:
•
Data on collection and disposal costs
•
Methods to value externalities
•
Collection costs
•
Unquantified costs
•
The counterfactual (e.g. what is the baseline; is it a realistic description)
•
Stakeholder engagement (e.g. how far has the study made use of the
advice, knowledge and experience of relevant stakeholders, both in
ensuring that all relevant information has been available and in testing the robustness of findings against stakeholder knowledge)
•
Peer review (e.g. has the evaluation been exposed to independent
peer review, to check that best practise has been employed in the
methods used and to highlight areas where conclusions drawn may
not be fully justified by the results)
Interpretation of results:
•
Net social benefit
•
The counterfactual (e.g. what is the baseline with which the results
are compared)
•
Alternative policies
•
Other modifications (e.g. what would improve the functioning of
policies)
•
Making things happen (where lessons have been learned about
modifications that would improve the balance between the costs and
benefits of EPR, what arrangements are in place to ensure that these
lessons can be carried through into effective policy reform?)

Note: EPR extended producer responsibility (scheme). Source: Shortened version, adapted from Smith (2005, 46ff

)

The cost-benefit analysis can constitute a sound basis for the communication and discussion with stakeholders, provided the study covers all relevant aspects and is transparent in its assumptions and estimations. The
analysis will not include all effects, as there will always be a gap between
a complete description of a waste management system and its interactions, and how far current (LCA and) CBA analysts can describe such a
system. There is also a trade-off between the costs of undertaking an
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analysis and the accuracy of the analysis. Nevertheless, the CBA can be a
useful tool for improving policy and policy decisions.
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Sammenfatning
I de senere år har de miljøpolitiske diskussioner været præget af spørgsmålet om, hvorvidt cost-benefit analyser (CBA) er et godt værktøj til at
skaffe oplysninger om de socioøkonomiske følger af et givent tiltag, før
der skal træffes politisk beslutning.
I denne publikation foreslås tidssvarende retningslinier for costbenefit analyser på affaldsområdet. Et af målene er at give læseren et
indblik i livscyklusvurderinger med henblik på at forbedre systemanalysen og vurderingen af de miljømæssige aspekter af CBA.
Det er vigtigt at holde sig for øje, at CBA er et værktøj til beslutningsstøtte, ikke til beslutningstagningning. CBA kan være en støtte i læreprocessen og fremskaffe den bedst tilgængelige information om det emne, der undersøges. Det er ikke al information, der kan eller vil blive opfanget i en CBA, og beslutningstagere vil ofte også have andre politiske
spørgsmål at tage hensyn til, hvilket betyder at CBA’ens resultat ikke er
den „endegyldige sandhed“.

Fastlæggelse af mål og omfang
Problem og basisscenario
Det første spørgsmål, der bør besvares er, hvorfor CBA’en udføres, hvilken information man søger, til hvem og hvorfor. En god forståelse for
konteksten for undersøgelsen er vigtigt, når man skal definere det problem, der skal analyseres.
Hvis man får identificeret målgruppen, fx politikere, offentlige myndigheder, industrien og NGO’er, kan det være lettere at definere det problem, der skal analyseres. Det kan også være en god ide at beskrive rolle
og ansvar hos de offentlige myndigheder, der er involveret i og bliver
berørt af politikken eller projektet. Dette kan give en ledetråd til, hvilke
myndigheder der skal involveres, eller i det mindste høres, i løbet af projektet.
Involvering af interessenter i processen er også en god fremgangsmåde til at samle og anvende tilgængelig information. I visse tilfælde kan
man kun finde de nødvendige informationer og data hos private firmaer
eller kommuner. Hvis man nedsætter en styregruppe eller referencegruppe, kan interessenterne få indsigt og deltage i udviklingen af analysen,
dvs. metodiske valg, antagelser etc. På den måde kan man styrke læreprocessen både blandt interessenter og CBA eksperten, og CBA’ens kva-
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litet vil blive bedre. I sidste ende kan det betyde, at resultaterne af
CBA’en lettere bliver godtaget. Derudover kan et indledende litteraturstudie kan give god inspiration og undgå dobbeltarbejde.
Basisscenariet udgør reference situationen, som alternative scenarier
sammenlignes med. Dette scenario er ofte status quo og beskriver den
formodede udvikling, hvis der ikke iværksættes en politik eller et projekt.
Beskrivelsen af basisscenariet bør være så detaljeret som muligt og skal
gøre rede for betingelser, der er usikre samt antagelser, der er gjort i basisscenariet. Derudover bør basisscenariet gøre rede for den formodede
befolkningsudvikling, den økonomiske udvikling (fx knaphed på en given
ressource) og teknologisk udvikling i løbet af projektets eller politikkens
tidshorisont.
Bestemmelse af alternative scenarier
Alle relevante alternativer til basisscenariet bør medtages i analysen. For
at bestemme disse alternative scenarier kan det være nødvendigt at studere området for at finde gennemførlige og ønskelige muligheder samt finde tidligere analyser, der er gennemført på området. En følgegruppe kan
give input til definitionen af relevante scenarier. Hermed kan valgmuligheder, der ikke kan gennemføres af den ene eller anden grund (fx tekniske, økonomiske, lovgivningsmæssige eller tidsmæssige hindringer) udelukkes på et tidligt tidspunkt. Antallet af scenarier bør ikke være for højt,
da analytikeren og målgruppen ellers risikerer at miste overblikket over
analysen.
Funktionel enhed
Omkostninger og fordele ved affaldshåndtering regnes og præsenteres
ofte pr kg eller ton affald, der håndteres. Dette kaldes den funktionelle
enhed. Hvis den er 1 ton behandlet affald, betyder resultaterne af
CBA’en, at mængden af affald ikke påvirkes af de håndteringsmuligheder, der analyseres for. Når den samme mængde affald bliver behandlet
under forskellige scenarier er det muligt at forenkle analyserne ved at se
bort fra produktion og brug af materialerne. Denne forenkling kaldes
undertiden „nul-belastningsantagelse“ (zero burden assumption), hvilket
afspejler at affaldet træder ind i systemafgrænsningen uden miljøbelastninger.
En CBA, der fremstiller miljøbelastningerne pr ton affald, muliggør
en sammenligning af de forskellige valg af håndtering af dette affald,
men er ikke egnet til at bestemme og vurdere forebyggelsesstrategier.
Hvis man skal vurdere affaldsforebyggelse, må man justere den funktionelle enhed. Den kunne fx være behandling af den årlige mængde affald
(eller forventet mængde), der skal behandles i et geografisk område. Når
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scenarierne dækker forskellige affaldsmængder, er antagelsen om nulbelastning ikke længere gyldig.
Systemafgrænsning
Det anbefales at være særlig opmærksom på betydningen af systemafgrænsningen, dvs. hvilke livscyklustrin, der omfattes af CBA’en. En illustrativ måde at præsentere systemet, der er omfattet af analysen, er at lave
et flowchart, der viser, hvordan ressourcen eller affaldsstrømmen behandles.
De største økonomiske effekter er indsamling og behandling af affaldet og værdisætningen af den tid, forbrugerne bruger på at sortere affaldet
(såfremt dette medtages i CBA’en). Værdisætningen af de miljømæssige
påvirkninger kan også have stor betydning.
Den største miljøpåvirkning kommer fra behandling af affaldet (deponering, forbrænding og genanvendelse); produktion af det materiale, der
erstattes via genanvendelse; produktion af den energi, der erstattes via
forbrænding med energigenvinding; produktion af det materiale, der bliver til affald (primært relevant for analyser af affaldsforebyggelse); og
produktion af den elektricitet og varme, der anvendes i affaldssystemet
samt ved produktionen af materialer.
Geografisk afgrænsning
Traditionelt er den geografiske afgrænsning i CBA nationalstaten. Da
flere og flere varer (og affald) handles globalt, taler denne vejledning for,
at det traditionelle fokus på nationalstaten bør udvides, specielt hvad angår miljøpåvirkninger, der forekommer i andre lande, såfremt:
•

•

påvirkningen vedrører et område, hvor følgen i andre lande anses for
at være af fælles interesse og ansvar som følge af en international
traktat eller internationalt samarbejde,
der er en anerkendt moralsk begrundelse.

Tidshorisont
Valget af tidshorisont er væsentligt, idet det vil have indvirkning på nutidsværdien af omkostninger og fordele. Den eneste regel er, at den skal
omfatte alle relevante omkostninger og fordele af de scenarier, der analyseres.
Generelt har miljøpåvirkninger meget lange tidshorisonter. Følgerne
af klimaforandringer vurderes fx med en horisont på 100 år. Adskillige
stoffers sundhedspåvirkninger kendes stadig ikke, så i disse tilfælde er det
er svært i det hele taget at fastsætte en tidshorisont. Miljøpåvirkningen fra
deponier (emission af metan,, udsivning af metaller etc.) kan forekomme
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i op til flere hundrede år. Desuden ændres emissionerne over tid og
kommer an på affaldets sammensætning.
En dansk vejledning anbefaler, at når visse miljøpåvirkninger indtræffer efter projektet eller politikken som sådan er afsluttet, skal tidshorisonten vælges, så der tages hensyn til disse miljøpåvirkninger. Dette kan
betyde, at tidshorisonten bliver uendelig. En anden fremgangsmåde er at
sætte tidshorisonten, så den tager højde for usikkerheden ved fremtidige
skøn. Begrundelsen herfor er at det kan være svært at forudse, hvordan
verden ser ud om 40 eller 50 år.

Opgørelse
En opgørelse er en liste over alle de ressourcer, der skal til for at iværksætte politikken eller projektet. Ressourcerne deles ind i ressourceforbrug
(input til affaldshåndtering, fremstilling etc.) og resultatet af dette ressourceforbrug (produkter, miljøpåvirkninger, sundhedspåvirkninger etc.).
Opgørelsen skal ideelt set dække hvert år i projektets tidshorisont, da
påvirkningerne afhænger af ændringer i faktorer såsom demografi og
teknologi. Hvis man præsenterer påvirkningerne i en tabel som vist nedenfor, kan man få et hurtigt overblik.
Opgørelse af påvirkninger
Ressourceforbrug

År0

År1

….

Årn

Investering (angivet i penge, antal)
Driftsomkostninger
- arbejdskraft (mandetimer, angivet i penge)
- naturressourcer (tons, m3, GJ, angivet i penge)
- vareimport (angivet i penge, antal)
Resultat af ressourceforbrug

- miljøpåvirkninger (tons, m3, antal)
- sundhedspåvirkninger (antal, i procent)
Kilde: Tilpasset fra Finansministeriet (1999) og Møller et al. (2000).

Der skal tages stilling til, om CBA’en skal analysere hvilket scenarium,
der er fordelagtigt for samfundet her og nu, og hvor man også tager højde
for de investeringer, der allerede er foretaget, eller om målet er at analysere de langsigtede fordele for samfundet. Den første fremgangsmåde vil
betragte allerede foretagne investeringer som engangsomkostninger og
dermed udelade dem fra analysen. Den anden fremgangsmåde vil medtage alle investeringer uden hensyntagen til nuværende investeringer, idet
målet er at analysere den optimale løsning på langt sigt, hvor samfundet
ikke er bundet af nuværende investeringer. Dermed vil den første fremgangsmåde favorisere systemer og politikker, der allerede er indført. Den
anvendes derfor normalt kun, hvis CBA’en laves for et specifikt anlæg.
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Den anden fremgangsmåde, som søger at analyse den langsigtede optimale løsning for samfundet, er mere relevant i CBA’er på nationalt plan .
For at øge gennemsigtigheden og pålideligheden af CBA som en beslutningsstøtteværktøj anbefales det, at alle datakilder, antagelser og metoder beskrives nøje.
Økonomiske påvirkninger
Påvirkninger fra indsamling, sortering og transport
Alt afhængig af den funktionelle enhed vil analysen tage udgangspunkt i
dannelsen af den affaldsstrøm, der skal analyseres. Dette affald dannes i
husholdninger, private virksomheder, offentlige institutioner etc. Påvirkningerne fra indsamling, sortering og transport afhænger bl.a. af „affaldsproducenten“ (dvs. énfamilie-/etagebyggeri; fremstilling/handel/service);
affaldstypen (blandet affald; separat indsamling/restaffald); samt indsamlingssystemet (henteordning; bringeordning; containerpladser). Indsamling af affald fra „affaldsproducenten“ bør dække investeringer i det udstyr, der skal bruges til aktiviteten, fx materiel til indendørs og udendørs
opsamling, lastbiler samt sorterings- og forbehandlingsanlæg. Ligeledes
bør påvirkningerne fra drift af aktiviteten omfattes, hvilket kan dække
poser og sække, arbejdskraft, brændstof, elektricitet, administrationsomkostninger og informationskampagner.
Da det kan være vanskeligt at indsamle detaljerede oplysninger om affaldsindsamling, kan en tilnærmet værdi opnås via priser fra offentlige
udbud i en række kommuner. I de fleste tilfælde kan det antages, at affaldsindsamling er udsat for konkurrence, og dermed skulle vil afspejle
de marginale omkostninger.
Påvirkninger fra behandling
I denne vejledning beskriver termen „behandling“ de aktiviteter, der sker
efter produktets brug, dvs. genbrug, genanvendelse, genvinding og deponering af affald.
De tre behandlingsformer (deponering, forbrænding med energigenvinding, materialegenvinding) har følger for energiproduktionen (varme
og elektricitet fra forbrænding, metangas fra deponering), produktion af
genanvendte materialer og påvirkninger fra undgået produktion af energi
og materialer.
I praksis kan oplysninger om ressourceforbrug i affaldsbehandlingen
bedst skaffes ved at samarbejde med eller kontakte et moderne anlæg for
at få indblik i de nødvendige investeringer samt driftsomkostninger. På
visse områder er det også muligt at finde oplysninger i anlæggenes årsrapporter eller miljøredegørelser. Man kan også finde inspiration i andre
CBA’er indenfor affald og ressourcer.
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Tids- og pladsforbrug i husholdningerne
Forbrugerne bruger deres fritid på at sortere affald og køre det til en containerplads, en genbrugsplads eller lignende. Hvis denne tid nedsætter
forbrugerens velfærd, kan den betragtes som en yderligere omkostning.
Hvis forbrugeren sorterer frivilligt, kan tiden udelades fra CBA’en. Foruden tid, kræver kildesortering også plads til at opbevare de mange affaldsfraktioner.
Miljøpåvirkninger
Denne vejledning anbefaler, at de miljømæssige påvirkninger vurderes
vha den metode, der anvendes i livscyklusvurderinger (LCA). Ved LCAmetoden kan perspektivet blive udvidet til at række udover selve affaldshåndteringen.
For at beregne miljøpåvirkningerne må man indsamle miljødata om de
teknologiske processer og den transport, der finder sted i affaldssystemet.
Hvis den funktionelle enhed er den årlige affaldsmængde, kan man ofte
bruge data om de årlige emissioner fra de forskellige aktiviteter til at
beregne direkte totale miljøpåvirkninger fra affaldssystemet.
Men en LCA bør også omfatte miljøpåvirkningerne udenfor affaldssystemet i det omfang, de forårsages af dette system. Med andre ord bør
LCA’en omfatte miljøpåvirkningerne fra produktion og transport af materialer, udstyr, elektricitet og brændstof der anvendes i affaldssystemet.
LCA’en bør også omfatte de miljøpåvirkninger, der undgås, når energi og
materialer fra affaldssystemet nedbringer behovet for at producere energi
og materialer andetsteds.
Som følge af det brede perspektiv omfatter en ideel LCA-model miljødata fra en lang række aktiviteter. For at gøre studiet operationelt må
man foretage en række forenklinger. Tommelfingerreglen er naturligvis at
fokusere på at få gode data om de aktiviteter, der er vigtigst for de samlede LCA – og CBA - resultater. For mange andre aktiviteter er det tilstrækkeligt at bruge data fra litteraturen eller tilgængelige databaser,
hvilket reducerer tidsforbruget til dataindsamling.
De følgende metodiske spørgsmål behandles i denne vejledning:
•
•
•
•
•
•

bestemmelse af det materiale, der erstattes via genanvendelse,
valg mellem at bruge gennemsnitlig miljøpræstation eller marginale
ændringer i produktionsvoluminet,
bestemmelse af den teknologi, der bruges til marginal
elektricitetsproduktion,
bestemmelse af de varmeproduktionsteknologier, der erstattes via
forbrænding,
bestemmelse af kilden til den marginale produktion af brændstof,
valg af tidshorisont ved vurderingen af miljøpåvirkningerne fra
deponier.
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Værdiansættelse
De påvirkninger, der er påvist i opgørelsen, skal tilskrives en pengemæssig værdi, før man kan vurdere de samfundsmæssige omkostninger og
fordele ved et projekt. Definitionen af den pengemæssige værdi afhænger
af, hvorvidt varen handles på et marked (og der findes en markedspris)
eller ej (der er ingen markedspris). Til det sidstnævnte hører de miljømæssige fordele.
Varer og tjenesteydelser på markedet
Visse vejledninger anbefaler ifm analysen af samfundsmæssige omkostninger, at påvirkningerne udtrykkes i fysiske enheder i en opgørelse og at
disse påvirkninger værdisættes direkte til deres samfundsmæssige omkostninger. Andre vejledninger anbefaler, at man starter med en økonomisk analyse og at markedsprisen omregnes til skyggepriser, dvs. den
pris, der afspejler den alternative omkostning. Valget af metode afhænger
dels af tilgængelige data og dels de ressourcer, der er afsat til at lave
CBA’en. Hvis der allerede findes en økonomisk analyse, kan den bruges
som udgangspunkt for analysen af de samfundsmæssige omkostninger.
I en CBA er det vigtigt at skelne mellem reelle økonomiske følger og
rene pengeoverførsler. Pengeoverførsler har ingen nettoeffekt i den samfundsøkonomiske analyse og bør derfor udelades fra beregningen. Dermed skal fx renovationsgebyrer ikke omfattes af CBA’en.
Skatter
For en vare eller ressource, der handles på et velfungerende marked, dvs.
et marked uden forvrængninger, er skyggeprisen identisk med markedsprisen. Markeder kan forvrænges af eksterne påvirkninger; skatter, der
opkræves for at skabe indtægter; ufuldstændig konkurrence og ubalancer
såsom arbejdsløshed. Hvis det er tilfældet, må man korrigere markedsprisen mhp at vurdere skyggeprisen.
Bestemmelsen af skyggeprisen for beskattede inputfaktorer (varer og
ressourcer) behandles forskelligt i de forskellige vejledninger. Skat på
inputfaktorer og andre varer skaber en kløft mellem betalingsvilligheden
og alternativomkostningen for disse produkter, en kløft der skal tages
højde for i CBA’en.
Skyggepriser og skatter

Arbejdskraft
Inputfaktorer

Markedsløn inkl. skatter og arbejdsgiverbidrag * netto-afgiftsfaktor
Markedspris ekskl. refunderede
skatter * netto-afgiftsfaktor

Offentligt monopol

Konkurrenceudsat produktion

Markedsløn inkl. skatter og arbejdsgiverbidrag
Priser ekskl. skatter, men inkl.
skatter, der korrigerer for
eksterne virkninger

Markedsløn inkl. skatter
og arbejdsgiverbidrag
Pris inkl. de samme skatter som i den private
sektor

Kilde: Møller et al. (2000) og Det norske Finansministerium (1997)
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Det anbefales generelt at anvende den samme metode som i andre
CBA’er i det land, analysen gennemføres i. Hvis der ikke findes nationale
vejledninger, er den metode, der anbefales af det norske Finansministerium det „enkleste“ valg.
Miljøskatter, der er indført for at internalisere en ekstern effekt (dvs.
for at korrigere for en markedsforvrængning) behøver ingen yderligere
korrektion. Hvis disse miljøskatter menes at være en god vurdering af den
faktiske skade, kan de bruges som udtryk for miljøomkostningerne, men i
så fald skal vurderingen af disse eksterne effekter ikke indgå i analysen af
miljøpåvirkningerne, da de i så fald ville blive talt dobbelt.
Finansiering af projekter og politikker (marginale omkostninger af
offentlige midler)
Når en politik eller et offentligt projekt finansieres af skatter, skabes der
en kløft mellem private og samfundsmæssige omkostninger. Skatteomkostningen ved at anvende generelle skatter til at finansiere politikken/projektet vil formodentlige variere fra land til land, men ikke mellem
projekter/politikker i det samme land. For Norge, Danmark og Finland
vurderes skatteomkostningen at være 20 %. For Sverige er skatteomkostningen 30 %.
Brugerbetaling, der ikke afspejler brugeromkostningerne, dvs. hvor der
ikke er en direkte sammenhæng mellem de omkostninger, brugeren faktisk
forårsager og den pris, han/hun skal betale, vil også skabe en kløft mellem
private og offentlige omkostninger, dvs. en marginal omkostninger for
offentlige midler. Brugergebyrer, fx renovationsgebyrer, der afspejler de
faktiske omkostninger skal ikke tilpasses ift. skatteomkostningen.
Husholdningens tidsforbrug
Der er ikke enighed om, hvordan man skal værdisætte den tid, forbrugerne bruger på kildesortering. Én måde er at antage, at hver time, der anvendes på husarbejde betyder en time mindre på arbejde. Med denne
fremgangsmåde kan værdien af fritiden sættes til den fulde lønomkostning inklusive skat, eller lig med nettolønnen eksklusive skat. En anden
måde er at vurdere, hvor meget det ville være værd for forbrugeren at
undgå at bruge tid på kildesortering. Her betragtes tid som en ikkehandlet vare og værdien af tiden bestemmes ved at se på betalingsvillighed. En tredje måde er at gøre rede for både de markedsmæssige og de
ikke-markedsmæssige tidsaspekter. Dette nødvendiggør information om
hvilken andel af den tid, man bruger på kildesortering, man ellers ville
bruge på arbejde.
Værdisætning af miljømæssige fordele og omkostninger
På trods af, at værdisætning af miljøpåvirkninger ofte medfører mange
metodiske og praktiske vanskeligheder er det normalt bedre at medtage
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en usikker vurdering frem for at udelade den fra CBA’en. En beslutning,
der tages uden at måle værdien af miljøpåvirkningerne, vil implicit tillægge en værdi til disse påvirkninger. Derfor anbefaler de fleste CBAvejledninger da også, at de miljømæssige omkostninger og fordele skal
medtages eksplicit og så vidt muligt værdisættes i penge.
Der findes adskillige metoder til at værdisætte miljøpåvirkninger, fx
emissioner og udledninger til luften, vand etc. Hvis man vælger at overføre en værdi som er beregnet for et andet område (benefit transfer) bør
det nøje overvejes hvilke parametre der faktisk kan overføres samt hvordan overførslen foretages.
Der findes en database, hvor man kan søge efter de seneste resultater
indenfor det stadigt voksende område af værdisætningsteknikker, og den
vil blive udvidet med nordiske værdisætningsstudier i starten af 2007.

Diskontering
Valget af kalkulationsrente er meget vigtig og kan have afgørende indflydelse på CBA’ens resultat. Ikke desto mindre bør der gennemføres en
diskontering og denne vejledning anbefaler, at man bruger de nationale
kalkulationsrenter i sin CBA. Derudover bør man gennemføre en følsomhedsanalyse for kalkulationsrenten (fx +/- 2 %).
Kalkulationsrenter i de nordiske lande
Danmark1

Finland

Norge2

Sverige

6%

5%

4% / 6%

4%

Noter: 1) Det danske Finansministerium anbefaler en rente på 6%. Den danske Miljøstyrelse anbefaler en rente på 3%
kombineret med en alternativ afkastrate på 6%. 2) I Norge anbefales en rente på 4% (beregnet som en risikofri rente på
2% og en risikopræmie på 2% der dækker systematiske risici, mens risikopræmien bør være 4% for projekter med en
væsentlig systematisk risikoprofil; for projekter, der er mindre afhængig af konjunkturen kan man anvende en rente på 4%.
Kilde: Møller (2003) og Det norske Finansministerium (2005).

Når den samme kalkulationsrente anvendes for alle omkostninger og
fordele, skal man også tage højde for, at priserne for miljøfordele formodentlig stiger over tid, fx pga ressourceknaphed. De metoder, der anvendes i dag til miljømæssig værdisætning, tager normalt ikke højde for denne dynamiske virkning. Det betyder, at de bør justeres for tidsfaktoren,
hvis kalkulationsrenten anvendes på de miljømæssige omkostninger og
fordele.

Evaluering
Når alle virkninger af et projekt eller en politik er blevet oplistet i en opgørelse og værdisat, beregnes nettofordelen for hver periode og diskonteres til periode 0. Denne øvelse med at veje nettofordelene for hver periode udgør beregningen af netto-nutidsværdien (net present value, NPV).
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Som tommelfingerregel bør man vælge det projekt, der har en positiv
nutidsværdi, og hvis der skal prioriteres, bør man vælge det projekt, der
har den højeste NPV.
Følsomhedsanalyse; analyse af risici og usikkerhed
Formålet med en følsomhedsanalyse er at se, hvor følsomt resultatet er
overfor ændringer i de centrale antagelser. Derfor anbefales det altid at
foretage en følsomhedsanalyse af de centrale antagelser i en CBA.
I en CBA er det de forventede omkostninger, der anvendes, ikke den
mest sandsynlige værdi. Usikkerhed er derimod når en sandsynlighed
ikke kan beregnes. Derfor er det vanskeligt at tackle „ren“ usikkerhed.
Ikke desto mindre anbefales det at foretage en analyse af risici og usikkerhed.
Præsentation af resultaterne
I præsentationen af resultaterne bør formål og omfang af analysen præsenteres for at sætte beslutningstageren og andre interessenter i stand til at
vurdere, om formålet faktisk er blevet opfyldt.
Denne vejledning anbefaler, at CBA-resultaterne præsenteres som netto-nutidsværdien. Samtidig anbefales det at opdele nutidsværdien i: samfundsmæssige omkostninger eksklusive eksternaliteter, miljøomkostninger, tidsforbrug i husholdninger og pladsbehov for affaldsudstyr (hvis det
er medregnet i CBA’en).
Miljøpåvirkninger, der forekommer udenfor nationalstaten bør som
minimum estimeres og præsenteres i fysiske enheder. Det er dog klart at
foretrække, at disse miljøpåvirkninger også tilskrives en pengeværdi.
I de tilfælde, hvor en pengemæssig værdisætning af de miljømæssige
følger ikke er ønskelig, bør miljøpåvirkningerne kvantificeres i fysiske
enheder, hvis det er muligt. Hvis ikke, bør påvirkningerne nævnes (fx
lugt, støj etc.)
Præsentationen bør også indeholde en beskrivelse af de data, der er
usikre og påpege de antagelser, der er vigtige for CBA’ens resultat. I
lighed hermed bør alle relevante aspekter eller elementer, der er blevet
udeladt af analysen, præsenteres.
Konsekvenser for særlige grupper i samfundet bør også beskrives. En
bestemmelse af, hvordan forskellige grupper rammes af en politik eller et
projekt vil være med til at vise, hvem der vil være positivt stemt overfor
politikken eller projektet.
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Annex III: Glossary
Annuity factor

The factor used to calculate the present value of a fixed payment, in n
periods.

Amortisation factor

The inverse of the annuity factor, i.e. the factor used to calculate fixed
payments in n periods on the basis of the net present value.

Baseline scenario

The ‘no policy intervention scenario’ or business-as-usual scenario that
the alternative scenarios are compared to or measured against.

Boundary conditions

Assumptions and facts regarding the interaction between a system and
its environment.

CEA

Cost-Effectiveness Analysis

Counterfactual

Evaluation baseline, the situation with which the alternative scenarios
are being compared.

Downcycling

Recycling of a material into a material of lesser quality.

Downstream

Activities taking place in later phases of the life cycle of a product e.g.
the waste management.

DPSIR

Driving forces, Pressures, State of the environment, Impact, Response

Effect

Use of resources (economic or environment) as a consequence of the
policy/project, e.g. time, investment, emissions measured in their
natural physical units (hours, Euro, tonnes)

Environmental effect

Pressures from human activities exerted on the environment and
natural resources, e.g. emission of CO2 or generation of waste.

Functional unit

The object of the assessment. The functional unit should be described
and quantified, and include a specification of the duration of the service
it provides.

Impact

The environmental result of a pressure, e.g. flooding as a result of the
greenhouse effect.

Incremental data

Data that represent how a large change in the output volume of products and/or services from a system affects the environmental effects
from this system.

LCA

Life Cycle Assessment: environmental assessment of all aspects from
cradle to grave, i.e. extraction of materials, manufacturing of goods,
transport, use of goods, and waste management.

Marginal cost of public
funds, MCPF

User charges and general taxes can give an efficiency loss, because
they create a wedge between private and social costs. User charges
that do not reflect the actual user costs will create a wedge between
social and private costs, that is a deadweight cost. In general, waste
fees can be assumed to be neutral because they are set to reflect the
actual costs.

Marginal data

Data that represent how a small change in the output of products and/or
services from a system affects the environmental effects from this
system.

Marginal electricity

Electricity from power plants that are affected by a change in the electricity demand.

Marginal fuel

Fuel, the production of which is affected by a change in the total fuel
demand.
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Modelling

The act of developing a model.

NPV

Net Present Value

Options

Alternative scenarios

Private costs

Private costs are the costs of providing goods and services as it apears
to the person or firm supplying them. This includes the cost of any
factor inputs bought by the supplier, the value of work done, and the
use of land, buildings, and equipment owned by the supplier. Prvate
cost excludes any external harm caused to other people or the environment. Social costs, on the other hand, include all external costs as
well as the direct cost to the supplier.

Policy intervention

Introduction of a policy or instrument

Policy scenarios

Alternative scenarios

Primary materials

New or virgin raw materials

Purchasing power parity,
PPP

The purchasing power of a country's currency. The number of currency
units required to buy a certain product.

Response

Societal response to environmental concerns, e.g. implementation of
policy instruments

Secondary materials

Recycled materials, i.e. recycled waste materials

Shadow prices

Shadow prices are the relative prices of goods, services and resources
which are proportional to their true opportunity costs for the economy,
taking account of any external economics and diseconomics. In a perfectly competitive economy without price controls and external effects,
actual and shadow prices would be equal. In the real world, however,
monopolies, long-term contracts, legal price regulation and external effects, create a difference between actual and shadow prices.

System
Boundary

Interface between a system and its environment. In the context of this
guide, “system boundary” typically means the interface between a
waste management system and the nature or other product systems.

Tax deadweight loss

User charges and general taxes can give an efficiency loss, because
they create a wedge between private and social costs. See Marginal
cost of public funds.

Unit process

A technological process for which environmental data are collected in
an LCA.

Upstream

Activities taking place in earlier phases of the life cycle of a product, e.g.
material extraction, production of the good.

(Waste) Treatment

In this guideline, treatment describes the activities after the use of the
product, i.e. reuse, recycling, recovery and final disposal of waste.

Value of statistical life,
VOSL

A value of the WTP for reduced mortality risk. It is defined as the value
of one unit reduction in expected number of deaths over a large population of individuals over a certain time horizon. The WTP will depend on
several factors, as income level and the age distribution of the population in question. VOSL is especially relevant for acute deaths (like accidents) and ‘latent’ deaths, like an increased risk of cancer.

Value of life year, VOLY

An estimate of the value of a life year, and is basically VOSL divided
with remaining life expectancy. VOLY is often a better value than VOSL
for chronic health effects.

WTA

Willingness to accept

WTP

Willingness to pay

